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THE PLOT THICKENS

Subarrlptlona *3 00 per year payable In "Evolution Of Fashions and Members Hear Miss Cough Mr. "X” Wmds That May
advance; single copies three cents.
Fads” Proves An Enter
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
lin’s Very Scholarly Paper
Pole In a Manner Simply
tion and very reaaonable
NBW8PAPER HI8TORY
taining Subject
“Browning’s Italy"
Bewildering
.
Oazette waa established
In 1848 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
The March meeting of Lady Knox
Methebesec Club held another
Rockland. March 8
In 1882 The Free Press waa established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to Chapter, DAJt, was held at the notable meeting Friday afternoon at Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
the Tribune These papers consolidated
Marcn 17. 1897.
home of Mrs. Katherine Haines. | fhe Thorndike, with Mrs. Clara
Mr. Rich Is about to fence ln hls

THREE CENTS A COPY

DREW IMMENSE CROWDS

Volume 91................... Number 30.

CAMDEN’S WATERFRONT PROJECT

Lions Food Fair At Camden—A List Of the Town’s $10,000 and Mrs. Bok’s Gift For Public

Events and the Awards

Landing—Other Town Meetings

Lease and care of town dump, $800.
The Monster Food Fair sponsored j est smile; Mary Garland, a silver cupj Camden voters waded through the
With Miss Caroline Stanley, Mrs. Thurston, Mrs. Orissa Merritt, Mrs. field and hitch up his cow and by the Camden-Rockport Lions Club' foi the baby with the largest eyes;
Maintenance of sewers, $1200.
articles in the town warrant yesMaintenance of third class roads,
Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. Annie Sim Jane Beach, Mrs. Thelma Snow and desires estimates for the enterprise. closed Saturday night after three and Jeanlne Ann Oross, a baby set! terday to the accompaniment of an
The happy man Is he who Is ♦
This is the second for the rosiest cheek, toaby
abundance of oratory and argument. $500
w cheerful
tumuli -with
wun monerate
moderate means
means; •«. mons, Mrs. Mary
- Ladd. Mrs. Nellie I Miss Mabel Holbrook as hostesses. If the ground was dry and the going successful days.
and the session, which usually ends
Improvement of State aid road,
fair held by the club and it far ex others won red ribbons.
♦ tiie unhappy he who la diacon- — Peterson, and Mrs. Alice Karl as asThirty six members responded to roll good. I should advise him to apply
tented in the midst of plenty.
slsting hostesses.
The Dandylions, an auxiliary to the by mid-afternoon, was prolonged' $2932.
ceeded that of last year. There was
—Democritus
A contribution is to be made by call, and there were four guests to A. Jay See who would whang ln a record breaking attendance each Lions, worked hard to make the af until 6 o'clock. The articles which! Tarring roads, $1200.
the Chapter toward the fund for the Among business matters discussed it stakes at the corners of the field and day snd the Opera House was packed fair a success and credit should be created the largest amount of debate Care of public beach, $200.
given to Deputy Oovemor Oeorge W. were: 40 (relating to purchase of a
Preparation of assessors plans,
Maine bell ln the National Memorial was agreed that the soclal commit- run around the field with a ball of Saturday night.
ENDORSED LECKEMBY Carillon at Valley Forge. AnnounceDyer, for he worked unceasingly to truck): 43, (relating to the purchase $500
tee ls to arrange details for the an- twine like Babe Ruth on a home run.
Purchase ol land for cemetery pur
make this second fair better than the [ oj ]and for cemetery purposes) and
1 ment of a silver tea on March 23 at
But as the snow ls melting and A.
Seventeen of the 19 Town the home of Mrs. Peterson was made. |
last one and he certainly succeeded .
(relating to the leasing or renting poses. $2500
mltted at the next meeting for decis Jay might sink to hls neck that
Traffic light at intersection of Me
George Is a hustler and when he is j oj wharf property for a public landsend Clubs Favored Pitts The subject of the program was ion.
would not do now.
chanic and Washington streets, $500.
behind anything you can be assured ing)
‘The Evolution of Fashions and
field Man For Congress
Pertinent current events were
Fads." with Mrs. Orissa Merritt ln
So I attended a spiritualist meet
of Its success.
The attendance was not large when Advertising natural resources, $200.
given by Miss Ellen J. Cochran and ing last night and sat ln at the re
charge,
Mrs.
Merritt's
paper
making
I)e cullu<i gent'men
the
session was called to order, but it Enlarging 30-inch culvert across
Rev. j. Clarence Leckemby of
was quite evenly divided when it came, Bay View street, $2000.
a most favorable Impression by its by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood who called ceiving end of a celestial broadcast.
Pittsfield, candidate for the Repub
to the selection of a moderator. The j
The article relating to the acMuch to the disappointment of all
cleverness and thought ln prepara attention to the coincidence that the An ancient sharp who. as near as
lican nomination for Congress ln the tion. This was divided Into four date. March 6, observed the birth the medium could’ get It, gave his Oov. Brann was unable to attend.
Democrats presented an “old war- ceptance of Bisbee street between
Elizabeth Barrett Browning name as “Patsy" allowed that hls The hall presented a beautiful sight
Second Maine District, was endorsed periods, the first covering the time
horse" tn the person of J. H. Mont- Blake and Mill streets was passed
gomery, while the Republicans ad- over.
for the nomination, 17 to 2, at a con from 1620 to 1700. the second from (March «■ 1806) who was featured in head was full of angles snd was and the 15 booths with thetr various
1700 to 1800. the third from 1800 to’1 the progTam of
af‘*rnoon- Mrs. ready to help Mr. Rich. 'Patsy" displays were unusually attractive.
vanced Adin L. Hopkins who has so The vote on the matter of buying
vention of Townsend Clubs of Dis1900 and the fourth from 1900 to Ellingwood also read "The Year’s at said. "The 13 rod diagonal ot Mr. Thousands of samples were given
successfully
handled the meetings in a 14-ten truck was negative.
tuct Two ln Augusta Sunday.
Por participation in Federal Works
1936. Changes taking place In the
sprlnj" from “Pippa Passes" by Rich's field ls the hypothenuse ot away daily and the first 50 ladies en
recent years. Hopkins won 37 to 35.
Only two of the 19 clubs represent
projects
It was voted to raise, $2500.
tering
In
the
afternoon
received
two
right
triangles.
”
Then
after
The voters were asked to choose
schools, churches, amusements, light *
_
„______
ed cast their vote for L. True Spear and heating systems, transporta- Bullard, with Mrs. Faith O. Berry at going through a rigmarole of squares prizes. Mrs. Phyllis Alexander re
five selectmen from nine candidates, It was voted to accept the sewer
collection arrangement made between
of Rockport, also seeking the nomi tlon and music, were followed the piano, sang ln a most artistic of sides with the roots pulled out of ceived the $100 Thursday night.
and the following were elected:
manner “Ah! Love But a Day” by their gums (what a painful process! Oeorge Higgins was the lucky one to
the selectmen and residents of
Ralph
W.
Johnson,
Dem.,
387;
Win

nation on the Townsend Plan plat through the four centuries.
Mrs. H. H. A. Beach, words by Robert he said the field was 12 rods long receive the same amount Friday night
Harden avenue.
field
S.
Richards.
Dem.,
314;
John
T.
At
the
beginning
of
each
period
a
form. Rev. Mr. Leckemby was given
Spose I'U get that hundred?
Browning, and by request "Today” and 5 rods wide requiring a fence and Saturday night Mrs. Edna Dear- I
It was voted to improve Central
Smyth, Rep., 268; AUie U. Dough
an ovation by the more than 500 person garbed in a costume of that by Huerter.
street,
beginning at Mountain street
born
was
the
winner
and
it
was
erty,
Dem
.
245;
Maurice
Payson.
Rep
,
34
rods
long
to
go
around
the
field.
day was introduced. For the 17th
Clarence Fish was chairman of the | 218. The vote for the unsuccessful a"d extending westerly 500 feet.,
Townsend Club members who attend
Miss Anna E. Coughlin as guest ••patgy- aiM said, "Tell Mr Rich to "Dearborn" night Indeed, for her son
century Lores Standish was repre
speaker had as her subject “Brown drive a stake where the diagonals of Howard aged 12, selling 810 tickets, entertainment committee and he candidates; Leslie D. Ames. Rep, The article relating to radio lntered the convention. Both he and Mr.
sented by Mrs. Alice Karl, dressed
the winner of the free trip to *orked hard to make this part of the 207; J. Herbert Oould, Dem, 172; j ference was passed.
ing's Italy" and treated it in her In hls field have a head-on collision and
8pear gave ten minute talks before
In Pilgrim costume. She read the
the ballot was taken. Arthur B. Lan>
imitable manner, touching upon hitch up his cud-chewer to It by a New York and return, this prize al show a success.
Everett N. Duffy, Dem.. 135; Charles
Arey-Heal Post, A. L. was given
verse which Mistress Standish had
Thursday night was amateur night T Swan. Dem. 134; Alvah L. Ander- permission to erect a suitable memocaster of Gardiner, another Townsend
historical and geographical phases of tether 64 rods long.
low
ing
the
winner
to
be
accompanied
embroidered on hcr sampler. The
Plan supporter and candidate for ths
Italy so that after Robert Browning's
aIso Mid that . May Pole. by another person. When Howard and the following were winners who son. Rep. 62. Mr. Anderson, who Is r'a^ tablet on thc village green,
■ part of Madam Knight, a teacher of
nomination, did not attend the con
early life and hls whirlwind court- ’ question ls another one of my right was called to the stage to receive the *'ill appear March 14 at the Strard laid up by sickness was not a candi
, Benjamin Franklin, was taken by
vention.
stunts. The may pole is the gift he was asked who he was going Theatre in Portland. First prize of date. and word to that effect was
ST. GEORGE
Mrs Maude Blodgett, who wore, as , ship of Elizabett Barrett of 50 WlmFrank H Mudgett of South Port
Newbert of Rcckland. acro- gotten to the voters as widely as pos
pole
Street
had
been
reviewed,
her
,
rustrum
of , rlghl cone whoer to take with him and he proudly rerepresenting the 18th century, a '
batic dancer; second prize, $5. Olive
land. State manager of the Town
hearers were placed in the mood to lateral surface lg
sum plied. "My mother."
sible. The splendid vote received by
Moderator—O. N. Bacheldcr.
Rowell of Thomaston, trumpet playei;
send organization, called the conven colonial costume. Mrs. Blodgett told . picture the Immortal lovers ln that of perimeters of bases times slant
' Mr. Johnson, was dcubtless due to
ln
an
Interesting
way
her
experiences
third
prize,
Star
Musical
Trio
of
tion to order.
Town Clerk—C. E Wheeler.
land of sunshine and song.
height. The lower base ls 10 Inches
some degree to his recent defeat in
Rockland. Including Miss Marion
Ralph L. Perkins, former State travelling on horseback from Boston
She brought out the fact that in diameter and the upper base 2
Selectmen—Fred H Smalley, Fred
the
postmaster
contest.
Harvey. Miss Florence Dean and
Senator from Orono, gave an address to New York, In 1704. being the Robert Browning first came to know Inches in diameter. Now pi times 2
Other town officials elected were: S. Seavey, L. R. Whitehouse.
first
woman
to
make
a
trip
ln
this
Dudley Harvey; fourth, the Havener
or organisation and purposes.
Italy when he visited that country plus pi times 10 divided by 2 is %
Clerk and Auditor—John L. Tewks Overseers of Poor—Mrs. Minnie
Sisters of Rockland; fifth. Tina Proc bury.
The nominating committee then manner. She gave her impressions of to get the proper atmosphere for hls; the sum of
perimeters or 18.Allen, Mrs. Sarah Caddy. Emily Mor
reported the following Congressional New York City, finding It a town of Sordello, which alas! was a failtor of Camden, tap dancer.
The way the dollars came In
inches. now
Now what
Is the
slant
Tax Collector—Frank P. Alexander. ris, Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, Miss Har
----------- -----(wen), incites,
wuau is
me mwh
5.000
inhabitants,
her
own
city.
Bos

Board for the district, which will
ure,e, artistically an financially. But height? The Radius of the lower
Treasurer—J. Hale Hodgman.
riet Long.
serve for six months; Edward Bubar ton. had 10.000 population at that from
)m tills visit a love for Italy was base 5 Niches and the radius of the
J Crosby Hobbs received the Knox
School Committee — George H.
Treasurer and collector—Joseph T.
time.
and James tflchols. Augusta; James
bom. and It seemed only natural i upper tase u j tach.
Mill blankets from the Relief Associ
Thomas.
Simmons
Mrs.
Frances
Cleveland
Preston
Ms Hoy, Rockport; Anson Jackson.
that when Robert and Elizabeth i A perpendicular erected at the dr- ation booth; O. H. Oray, the watch
The following budget committee was
8chool board—Dr. F, R. Biggers,
Waldcboro; Harold Saunders. Au was next Introduced. 6he was Browning eloped, Italy should be i cumference of the lower base equal from the firemen's first aid booth;
elected:
charmingly
Impersonated
by
Mrs.
(three years) Capt. Frank Hunter
burn; Thomas Oogan, Waterville:
altitude of the pole will have Mrs. Fred Simmons of Rockport, the
Ralph W. Johnson, Winfield 8. (one year).
Ella Buffum In a 19th century gown. their destination. Their first home to
Carl Peasley. Pittsfield
was in Pisa, later going to Florence ils upper point 4 inches from the ctr- Sl-piece dinner set from the beano
Richards. John T. Smyth, Allle U.
She
related
a
story
about
her
Fire wards—Selectmen
The convention elected John K
where they spent 15 golden years.
( cumference of the upper base. When Icoth; Mrs. Estelle Colburn, the quilt
Dougherty. Maurice Payson, Charles
Turner of Augusta as convention children while she was mistress of
Road
Commissioner—A. J Rawley.
Miss Coughlin painted exquisite this ls connected with the clreum- from the Dandyllon's booth, and Mrs
E. Lord, Allen F. Payson. C. C. Wood.
chairman and Mrs. Braley of Augusta the White House.
Appropriations:
word pictures of their life In Florence j ference of the upper base we have a P R Keller the cake from the same
Frank
J.
Blood.
E.
E.
Young.
Carl
Mrs. Merritt herself wore a cosconvention secretary The CongresBank loans $10(10
their liome at Casa Ouldl, of their rlght triangle whose horizontal leg Is booth.
Cole. John Bird, Arthur Hatch.
sional Board then decided to conduct tun* of the early 1900's. At the close
Schcol budget. $10 000.
little son. She stressed the point 4 lnchM and lts perpendicular leg ls ------------------;------------------------------Thomas W. McKay, Leon Crockett.
a ballot vote for the endorsement of of each period a song that had been that while both Robert and Elizabeth 75 feet or 900 Inches. The slant
Flags. 815.
Mary Nash. James A. Brown, Earl
written
during
that
century
was
sung
a candidate.
Schcol
building insurance. $175..
"Roar, Lionel'
accomplished their finest writing I nne oj the pole ls the hypothenuse
Dorlty, Adin L. Hopkins, Alberta
Several weeks ago. James C. Oliver. by the members, led by Madam
School building repairs. $150.
here, no sustained work on Italy was of thu trtangle. The square root ol
Brown. Millard Long. Oliver W. May
of South Portland was endorsed for' Orace Strout and Mistress Margaret
Support of poor. $5000.
produced by either, only casual al- the SUIM Of the squares of the legs
Dancing was enjoyed each night hew, J. H. Montgomery, T. Jenness
the nomination as U. S Representa-1 Simmons as assisting guests.
Miscellaneous bills, $2000
luslons,
which,
however,
conveyed
wU
i
t*
the
i
en
gth
of
the
slant
height
from 10.30 to 12. Many other acts French and M. Alton French.
live in the First Maine District at a | Refreshments were served.
Salaries officers' $2100.
the utter happiness they found ln 1Of
poie.
Interest
centered
on
Article
44
of vaudeville were enjoyed during
Attention is once more called to
similar convention held here. The
Bonded debt. $2000
that land. This Ideal life was visuThis will be a little more than the Contented: George Dver, after It was the three days and all were excellent. which read:
Twonsend Plan Third District con the annual conference of the State ,
Road patrol (snow). $1000.
alined up to Elizabeth's death after aitltude of the
or 900 inches
over
“To- see what action the town will
It is Impossible for the Lions to an
vention will be held in Bangor on of Maine Society. D.A.R.. which takes I which Robert fled from Italy heart
Interest on borrowed money. $1000
plus. Patsy did not bother to get out --------------------------------------------nounce the amount made but cer- take for the purchase, lease or rental
place In Bath March 17-18-19.
March 22.
Summer road work Excise tax
broken. hls sorrow only ending when those roots to 5 decimal places. He
of wharf property to provide for a
a telephone call was received from talnly It will be a neat sum.
The April meeting will be at the
Mr Mudgett announced that active
Maintenance State Aid road. $100.
i death received him. Miss Coughlin said he would not do that Just to Mrs Oriffin Oribbel of Philadelphia
public
landing
new
much
money
It
The 8chool Orchestras and Olee
Townsend Club members in the State home of Mrs. Ella Buffum. with Miss told ln an stirring way of the
Maintenance State highway (sum
will appropriate and how the same
now totaled between 8800 and 9000 Caroline Stanley as program chair Impressive funeral services held for save someone 5 cents worth of rib- and Rockport asking for the prlvi- Clubs of Camden, Rockland and
mer and winter), $1100.
shall
be used."
bon.
80
Patsy
gives
us
the
surface
i
t
g
e
an
d
pleasure
of
paying
the
exRockport
and
the
Minstrel
Show
on
man.
Reports from his office, he said, were
Mothers' £.id. $1400.
Robert at Westminister Abbey and of the pole ln a rectangle 18 8496 penses of Mrs. Dearborn and her son Friday night were among the most
And what thc town did was to raise
that new members now were coming
Special resolve road maintenance.
over whose body was recited Eliza Inches wide and 900 plus Inches long from New York to Philadelphia and pleasing features
$10,000 for -the wharf on which stood
MUSIC CAMP RECEIVER
ln at the rate of 300 a day. At Sun
$400
beth's Immortal poem "He Olveth
Then he took the ribbon and entertaining them at her home for
When the doors closed Saturday the buildings owned by Isidor Oordon
day's convention alone, he said. 350
Insurance school budget, $250.
Hls Beloved Rest."
placed the right hand side of the three days and returning them toj night the curtain was rung down on of Rockland and destroyed In the
The Eastern Maine Music Camp
new members were registered. The
Soldiers’ grave account. $15.
another big event for the Lions Club1 waterfront conflagration last May.
Throughout Miss Coughlin’s paper end of It at the loner right comer New York at her expense.
average age of the members attend Association proposes to follow the
Street light, Tenant's Harbor. $250.
were readings from the poems of of the rectangle and drew it dlagonThere were 18 entries in the baby j and for three entire days all Camden This amount is to be matched by a
ing Sunday's convention he placed at Eastern Maine Music Camp, Inc., Into
Street light Port Clyde, $250.
both Elizabeth and Robert, and also ally across the rectangle so that it show Saturday afternoon and the turned toward the opera house for contribution of $15,000 by Mrs Ed
between 40 and 45 years.
,
receivership. Dr. Bertram E. Packard,
Athletic grounds. $200
from (Dante's “Divine Comedy" to came one Inch to the leftof the ' following were winners: James Jones there was something doing every ward Bok.
state education comimssior.rr. raid
Maintenance third class road. $295.
show thc Influence of Dante upon
Thc wharf will be converted Into a
As thc a bank for the baby with the happl- minute —By Alice W. Tyler,
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on the supreme court would be asked Robert Browning and his life in upper right hand comer.
Cutting bushes. $450.
ribbon was laid on every alternate
public landing, on thc approximately
next Tuesday to appoint Mayor Fred
the left side of the road I
Project work. $800.
Italy. In connection with this phase. inch across the rectangle, it covered <51 If'f'FFrm MFRRIAM
a World War veteran and in the two acres of space will be erected two
erick O. Payne of Augusta receiver
School health nurse, $100.
Miss Vitrici Carini. guest, read these with 450 strips plus the 900 Inch plus
_____
Spring of 1933 wa.s awarded a silver buildings. One will be a modern fire
fcr the association. The corporation
State Aid highway. $533.
portions of the Divine Comedy in length of the rectangle.
)r
Q
Hcwett star In recognition of hls service station, housing the apparatus on the
has been in receivership for some
It was voted to pay: Foreman on
Italian, her natural charm and ex
Now what is the length of each I
overseas. Before becoming assistant first floor. On the second floor will
time. Dr Packard said Thc camp ls
quisite Intonation and Inflection of diagonal strip of ribbon? Here again
Made State Director Nat’L ln the State headquarters of the j be a dormitory with accommodations road work. $4 labor $3 50; truck. $9;
lecated in Sidney.
two-herse team $7; single team. $5.
her reading giving memorable pleas we have the hypothenuse of a right
National Youth Administration he tor six or seven men. and an office , Selectmen and treasurer were au
Youth
Administration
ure.
triangle. The right edge of the first
i served as supervisor in the Wiscasset | tor the chief engineer. The tower
Burpee's Automatic Bargain Room
thorized to negotiate loans.
Glencove Grange Hall
At the close Miss Coughlin was strip Is the hypothenuse of a triangle
Resignation of Donald A. Merriam area and previous to that was a part will be used for drying house and
takes its first automatic cut today.
Taxes are due and payable when
Music By
tendered the ovation which she rich with sides of one Inch and 18 8495 of Rockland
possibly as a lookout for the harbor committed. 3% discount allowable lf
state Dircctor of thc of the Rockland local set-up.
Come ln and sec the article you have
ly
deserved
not
only
for
the
remark

inches. When "May Pole" finds National Youth Administration and
Chas. Woodcock's Orchestra been waiting to be reduced. Many
He has had much executive experi master. The lower part of the paid on or before July 1; $300 raised
able paper but in tribute to the hon this multiply it by 450 and then [he appolntment of Capt. charles o j ence. both with the Young Men's building will also be used for storing _ _______ ______ _
so-it
_ voted
______to
articles have been added —adv.
fer tax discounts. It was
ored place she holds ln Rockland's wind the pole.
Hewett as his successor, became j Christian Association and with winter snow re"*™1
change daylight saving when Rocklife. Miss Carini was also Included
When I asked Patsy why he did j
a repair shop for the town trucks
Chambers of Commerce.
land does; to close the clam flats
known Saturday.
in the applause.
The other building will be devoted below Fort to outside diggers; to raise
not give us those roots, he said “My
133T&Th-tf
The next meeting will be on March head is so full of angles that they
to community purposes.
$400 to (repair lighthouse road at
Disraeli confessed that, although
j 20, also at Thc Thorndike, with the have uprooted all of the roots that I
Thc appropriations were found to Port Clyde and two or three bridges
he
was
always
forgetting
their
faces
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
*> ff —
hostesses to be Mrs. Angelica Olover, were ever rooted there.” And that
total $131 088 10. as compared with in town; voted not to discontinue
and never remembering their names, last year's budget of $126 275.
| Mrs. Theresa Mlllett, Mrs. Nettie was all I could root out of him.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- Willardham school; no Sunday hasehe had no difficulty ln being pleasant
! Perry, Mrs. Carrie Palmer, and Miss
(Swift's Best Heavy Weatern Beef—Each Serving One-half Pound)
These appropriations were made:
If "May Pole" wants exact meas
ball; selectmen not to issue any
to
hts
followers
in
the
House.
I Hazel Marshall.
Roads and bridges $17,000
urements get A. Jay See. He will
license for beer or alcoholic beverage.
•'When I meet anybody ln the
Breaking roads and removing sncw
grab an aeroplane by the hind foot
In an active session showing spirit
Lobby whom I don't know from
and grab the top of the pole as the
$400
ed
interest the road commissioner's
Adam and I see he expects me to
Support of poor, $10,000
plane whizzes by. Tacking on the
office was a point of prime controknow who he is. I take him warmly
ribbon, he will spiral down the pole
Incidental Expenses. $10,500.
ersy. In a four-round vote, results
ROCKLAND’S FIRST ANNUAL
by the hand, look straight into his
Secondary schools. $34,120.
like a parrot billing around his
were: A. J. Rawley, 109, 104. 107, 141;
eyes, and say: 'And how Is the old
Repair of schoolhouses, $625
perch.
Elmer Kallio. 79, 72, 70. 89: Allison
complaint?" I have never known it
Insurance of schoolhouses, $816.10.
to fall.”
Industrial education. $1950.
(Continued on Page Six)
REPUBLICAN CAUCUS
The Republicans of Rockland are
Medical inspection. $500
hereby notified to meet Ln caucus as
Interest on town debt, $6000.
sembled at
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
JOB WANTED
KNOX COUNTY COURT HOUSE
On town debt, $12,000.
at 7:30 o'clock P. M
Young man, 25, desires work of any
If I had my life to live again I would
TUESDAY MARCH 10. 1936
Fire Department, $5600.
TEMPLE HALL—FOUR BIG DAYS
kind. Experienced bookkeeper, and
have made a rule to read some poetry
for the purpose of selecting delegates
Hydrant service $5200.
and listen to some music at least once
and alternates to the approaching State
driver.
a week Tlie loss of these tastes ls a
Convention and transacting such other
Street lighting. $3800.
loss of happiness—Charles Darwin.
CEDRIC FRENCH
business as may properly come before
eald Caucus.
Street cleaning. $700
493 MAIN ST.
TEL. 516-R
FRANCIS D. ORNE. Ch.
THE OLD STOIC
30-It
Public Library. $2000.
BASTL H
STINSON. 8ec.
Riche* I hold ln light eeteem.
Rockland. Feb. 27, 1938.
Care of cemetery, $300
Capt.
Hewett
who
for
some
time
And Love I laugh to acorn;
26-3?
And lust of fame was but a dream.
American Legion, $100.
served as assistant to Merriam,
That
vanished with tbe morn:
VAUDEVILLE
BEANO
ENTERTAINMENT
Repair and construction of side
assumed his new duties Monday.
Have Your Car Given a
DR. J. H. DAMON
And
If
I
pray, the only prayer
walks. $800.
It was announced that Merriam,
That moves my lips (or me
MARIONETTES
CIRCUS
MUSIC
DENTIST
Certified Mobil Lubrication
to.
"Leave
the heart that now I bear
Mothers'
aid,
$600
whose work with thc administration
And give me liberty!"
with Specialized Lubricants
By Appointment
GAMES OF SKILL
Veterans' aid, $300.
has been satisfactory in every re
Ye*, as mv swift days near their goal.
Telephone 415-W
Outstanding bills. $300.
spect, will be absorbed ln the organi SOCONY SERVICE STA.
■Tis all that I Implore;
ADMISSION 10 CENTS
PARK AND UNION STREETS
In
life and death a chalnleea aoul,
Shade
tree
protection,
$200.
Over Newberry’s 5c A 10c Store
zation ln some other capacity.
29-lt
with courage to endure.
District
nurse,
$500.
Capt.
Hewett,
the
new
director,
is
—Emily Bronte
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Old Fashioned Dance
Every Wednesday Night

SIM’S

LUNCH

OOV

MASONIC BAZAAR

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs., March 9-10-11-12
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SOPHOMORES WON

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_________

Court Tournament Goes To
Seekest thou great things for thy
Second Year Boys, With
self? Seek them not! —Jer 45: 5.
Juniors As Runners-Up
Fairly recently there was a boy
from Union at Knox Hospital who
ran a light case of scarlet fever afte.
entry and who was returned to his
home. Prom this arose the report
that there was scarlet fever in the !
hospital, much exaggerated as usual. :
All suspicious cases were watched
under the careful supervision that is
always present at this establishment,
and the State Department of Health
was called in to investigate, Dr.
Coombs himself coming. No cases
were found. It might be added that
laboratory work was begun before
the State Department began their
investigation, and each night culture
of all the nurses, nose and throat,
went into the laboratory for check
ing, all negative. This laboratory
work aided the State Department
very materially, and once again dem
onstrated this valuable phase at
Knox Hospital.

TODAY’S

Safe

f

titowup
SAKE

MONTH of MARCH
Owing to the bad weather conditions for the past weeks we have decided to “carry on”
this splendid money saving sale for the rest of March
All the new merchandise that has arrived for the spring will he included in these
greatly marked down prices

$129.00
150.00
165.00
139.00
. 65.00
150.00
89.00
12.00
50.00

F.
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
0

F.
1

0
1

Handsome Complete Chamber Suite, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Beautiful Bird’s Eye Maple Chamber Suite, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Walnut and Ivory Chamber Suite, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Walnut Dining Suite, nine pieces, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Dinette Suite, six beautiful pieces, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Parlor Suite, divan and two chairs, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Parlor Suite, divan and two large easy chairs, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Spinet Desk, mahogany or walnut, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Gov. Winthrop Desk, real mahogany, reduced to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$89.00
119.00
129.00
99.00
49.95
119.00
69.00
7.95
39.00

"THE LINE IS BUSY"

0
0

•
0
1
0

BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
Announces the Continuance of Its FEBRUARY SALE Through the Entire

The first annual Rockland High
School boys' basketball tournament
under the guidance of Physical Di
rector Sam Sezak, was run ctt in a
very smooth manner and resulted in
four hard-fought games from which
the Scphomore Class emerged with
Hie championship, the Juniors as !
runners-up. and the Freshmen winning the consolation game. Junior
High, although not winning a game.
showed some fine basketball and
gained much valuable experience.
First Game
Juniors

O.
Dcndis. rf ................ 2
Curtis, rf ................ o
Kenney, If ______
1
Ci oss, If ..........
1
Black, c _______ .... 3
Nash, c ................... 1
Hickman, rg ............ 2
I Turner, rg .............. 0
A recent Bangor paper carried a cuccinella. lg
... 0
picture of Almon B. Cooper Jr., with ! Chil(K ,
this inscription: "Almon B. Cooper
of Rockland has been the property1Q
man of the Maine Masque for four
junior High
years. His Job has been to hunt up. |
Q
beg. borrow or steal everything re- oicver rf
0
quired to lend realism to the pro- HtaJ rf
Q
auctions that the broad empire of Harrington. If0
Orono can furnish. Once he had to Allen. IX_________ 0
produce a telephone operator's desk Ellis. If ___
0
Another time he had to collect 50 Huntley, c ________ 1
bottles for a barroom scene, which Benner, c ................ 0
wasn t hard. The coming produc- Mouradlan rg ......... „
tion 'Abraham Lincoln' requires uni- 0|lapie, rg
0
forms and sidearms for squads of Cummings, lg ......... 0
both Union and Confederate soliders Donahue, lg ______ 0
and Civil War accessories for some Winchenbach jg ..... 0
40 characters in all. It’s a big order,
_
but leave it to Cooper.
1

Every-Other-Day

Fr. Coughlin, the radio priest,
paid his respects to the C. mmuni-st, Bruudrr, in bis Sunday
bioadcast. making an right-point
attack, lie said he did not feel
at all perturbed whta he re
viewed what Browder had said.

Not Surprising — Bell Sys
tern's Calls Average 61
CGO.OOO Daily Last Year
—

The number of Bell System tele
0
phones in service increased 466.5<X)
2
) in 1935. The increase in 1934 was
1
298 339. With 13 844 000 Bell tele
phones in service 'at the end of the
A handsome carpet size rug to fit your kitchen
5
year, the System still had to gain
Feferees. Lord and LaCrosse.
1.746 099 telephones to attain its
C. G. Bluett of San Francisco,
Time, four 6-minute periods.
maximum development which was
chairman of the American Society
The radios were wide open j reached in 1930.
for the Hard of Hearing Committee
Sunday that eager listeners
Second Game
Including the telephones of about
During this sale we have made special low prices on every style of
on Legislation, reports that 29 states
might get th? latest wir news 6.630 connecting companies and
■Sophomores
have Joined the movement and ap
Glcr.wood Ranges. Terms can be easily arranged.
from Europe.
25200 connecting rural lines, there
Pts
F
O.
pointed chairmen. These commit
were at the end of the year approxi
12
0
tees must acquaint themselves with Bchn. rf ------------- 6
"Music
Goes
Round and
mately 17.350.000 telephones in the
Ellis.
rf
_________
0
0
0
present legislation along this line
Round" is one of the best sell
United States practically any one of
10
and it is hoped to devise some meth- | Winchenbach. If — 4
which can be connected promptly
ers of our day. but it still has a
0
0
od of co-ordination between the Cole, If _________ 0
| with any other. Further extenders
Karl,
c
.....................
2
long
way
ta
go
to
reach
the
high
1
3'
various states that will result in
We have several sample furnaces to be sold at
were made in overseas radio tele
•
0
mark in record and sheet music
practical benefits for the hard of. Peterson, c . ................ 0
special low prices in this sale
phone service and at the end of the
Of excellent quality and fully guirantred: reduced ta $16.95
1
1
hearing. The Maine Committee on R«wley. rg .............. 0
cafes established by popular songs
year
67
countries
could
be
reached
1,
1
Legislation, recently appointed by Dr. Edingwood rg ....... 0
ot onf.v a few years ago, accord
by telephone.
0
0i
Frederick T. HUI of Waterville, com- Anderson, lg
....... 0
ing
to Horace lleidt. According
The average dally number of tele
•
Oi
prisee these members: Hon. Clar- Prescott. lg .............. 0
ta illicit. the biggest seller of all phone calls during the year was
ence Crosby of Dexter, chairman.
times is “Silver Threads Among
61,030 000. There were 4.1 perce r.'
29
12
Hon. Belmont Smith of Bangor. Dr
the Gold,” selling more than ix
more local calls and 46 percent
Freshmen
W. E. Kirschner of Bath, Dr. Thomas
and a half million copies. Sec
more toll and long distanee calls in
Pts
F
O.
A. Foster of Portland. Dr. Walter J.
ond in line is "Roses of Picardy"
1935 than in 1934.
3
1
Gilpatrick of Saco. Dr W. E. Chaf Chisholm, rf .......... 1
of which there were sold a little
Total operating revenues of the
0
0
fers of Lewiston. Miss Eliza Hanne- Perry, rf ...„______ 0
mere than five million copies. 1 System were $934,403,000 and total
c
•
gan of Portland. Mrs. Freeman F. Duff. IX__________ 0
Third in line for all time music
operating expenses were $651.400 000.
0
0
Brown of Rockland and Miss Grace Harding. IX _______ 0
sales is "Missouri Waltz" with
Taxes were $35909X39. The total
Skinner, c ...........
3
0
6
Fitz of Lewiston.
four millions, followed by “Beau
net earnings before deducting inter
0
0
____________
! Johnson, c _ ___ __ 0
tiful Ohio” with three and a est and dividends were ^199.900.000
1
2
This clipping from a Winthrop.! Huntley, rg —......... 1
quart; r millions. Fit h in line an increase of $17,000,099 over 1934.
0
0
Mass., newspaper will interest many) SmaU. rg -------0
comes another waltz, proving
The net income of the System ap
0
•
local readers: "Last Sunday Rev Mazzeo, lg ...... 0
'.amething or other, “Three
plicable
to stock ol the American
0
0
William J. Day. formerly of Win Dondis. lg ......... —. 0
O'clock in the Morning," wilh Telephone and Telegraph Company
throp. was a guest teacher of the
three million copies. “Yes, We was $132,794. 782. or $7.11 per share,
13
"Bovey" Baraca Class of the First
Have No Banana," is slightly compared with $596 per share in
Time,
four
6
minute
periods.
Baptist Church in Medford. A very
is spending several days with his
NEW HARBOR
ahead of "It Ain’t Goin’ Bain No
1934. This was short of dividends
Referees, LaCrosse and Lord.
piofltable lesson was given by Mr
parents Mr and Mrs Carl Hanna.
Mo”’ and “The Maine Stein
paid in 1935 by $35,165,693. which
Brdistol held its town meeting
Day and a fine discussion held by the
Fishermen are busy mending nets
Song," selling respectively two amount was taken from the surplus
March 2 electing the same officers as in readiness fcr thc spring fishing.
men of the class, which numbered
Consolation Game
million, million and a half, mil , of the System.
In spite cf thc abominable weather cr:wd is expected. There is fun for
In 1935.
about 75. At the close of the ses
Rev. Elbert Parkhurst and family
Freshmen
lion and a quarter copies.
There were 657.059 stockholders of and slippery walking and driving a everybody eo go and enjoy ycurseif
sion. Mr. Day was not only surprised,
were
guests Thursday of Mrs. Frank
Thc
Willing
Worgers
will
be
enter

Pts
O.
Chief Announcer Work, with his
the American Telephone and Tele g;od sized crowd attended the openbut honored, in that the president of Chisholm rf
tained Thursday at the home of Mrs. Fillmore.
5
ing
of
the
Masonic
Bazaar
last
night
big
megaphone,
did
an
excellent
Job
Many persons listen each Sat graph Company at the end of the
the class, Leslie Howe, called on Mr.
Mrs. Llcvd Hanna and nephew Norat Temple Hall.
and to hear him is well worth the Ldnwcod Brackett.
0
Perry, rf............. — 0
urday forcroon to the juvenile year. They owned 18662,275 shares
Burnham, a member ot the class, to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Kelsev
of
i
man
Brackett motored Wednesday to
2
Duff. If .........
1
All cf the attractions were well price cf admission
amateur picjram which is broad of stock.
read the resolutions, which were voted
South Erictol spent the weekend with I Damariscotta.
2
Johnson, If ............ 1
patronized,
the
t:ano
booth
being
----------cast over WHDH. William Earle
At the end of 1935, the total assets
on. and Mr. Day made an honorary
Pr. F"’ler exj*ecls to leave thia
Mr and Mrs. Willis Oilbert.
6
Skinner, c ...... -....... 3
who conducts this feature follows of the Bell System were $5,059,000,- the outstanding favorite.
member for life of that class."
Mr. and Mrs Eddie Brackett were week for Bostcn where he will take a
0
Harding, c ............... 8
Luther
Clarks
Symphony
OrcheaMajor Bowes' style so closely 059. of which $4266,009.003 were in
I supper guests Wednesday cf Mr. and special course of study.
0'
Huntley, rg .............. 0
that it is i.ot easy to tell them vested in telephone plant. During | ”
Last Friday, which was Temperance
Mrs. L. E Bailey.
0
Small, rg .................. 0
apart.
the year plant additions amounted
Day in the schools, was generally ob
Science Teacher—“What ls It that
Mrs. Fred Partridge cf Rcckland ls
0
Mazzeo. lg .............. 0
to $185 000.033, and plant retirements
served with special programs and
pervades
all space, that no wall can
pa-sing
seerval
days
with
her
sister
0
Dondis, lg ................ 0
WLBZ Is r.ow giving Main'
to $167.C30.0C0, resulting in a net in
making of posters. Members of the
shut out?”
Mrs. Riley McFarland.
news bulletin at 12.30 p. m. each
crease in plant of $18,359,000.
W.C.T.U. were visitors in several
Student—"The smell ot cabbage
Mrs Gecrge Gilbert and Mrs. Fred
15
day.
looms. Mrs. Clara Emery gave the
Gilbert
are
spending
this
week
In
!
cooking.
Junior High
demonstration on "What alcohol is."
A GOOD SUGGESTION
Portland.
F. Pts j
O.
Wayne King wa ■ blc d Sun
and "What alcohol does" in Miss
ML'S Irma Crhase of Long Cove
7
3
2
day with the arrival of a a°n
Dolliver's room before the two fifth Glover. If ...........
Mr. Brunberg Would Like
who
has been ill is much improved
0
0
...... ......... 0
and heir. Ills selection "Home
grades in the morning and before1 Heal, rf
Not ea'y to get ther~
' and able to attend school again.
To See Skiing and Snow
0
0
Ellis,
rf
....................
0
Swett
Hcjr.c"
la
.
n
‘
ght
had
a
the assembled 4 to 8 grades in Thom
Miss Lena Lane of Pemaquid Beach
3
3
shoe Pcity
Allen. If ................... 0
wonderful drpth of feeling.
aston in the afternoon.
"What’s yer name?" said the traf ■ pent Friday as guest cf Mr. and Mrs
4$
0
0
Cummings. If ......... 0
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
fic
officer.
M.
F.
McFarland.
0
I went “skeelng" for few minutes j
0
Those who listened Sunday after Benner, If ................ 0
"John Smith.”
Miss Marilyn Gifford ha3 returned
1 BASKETBALL BATTLES the other day and although I am a
1
noon to the concert of the New York Huntley, c ................ 0
“Yer real name," bawled the of to rchccl after a feur weeks' illness.
0
0
The alumnae basketball team of very poor performer I was surprised
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra Harrington, c .......... 0
ficer who had been tricked the day
Friends were grieved to learn of the ;
0
... 0
o Rockland High School held thc to note how' easily I could slip along
In which the Schola Cantorum took j Mouradian. rg
before.
death of Mrs. Annie Sykes, which oc- j
0,
0
part will be interested to know that Benner, rg ............. 0
Thomaston High School team to a on -the crusty snow. It set me to
Public announcing
“Well, then, put me down as Wil- curred last Tuesday.
oi 23 to 23 tie last Thur'day night in the thinking how- fine it would be if we |
0
a Rockland girl, MUdred Emerson Winchenbach, lg ... 0
2I
liam Shakespeare."
Frank Fillmore arrived here Wed0
<Mildred Clark) is a member of the j Vasso, lg ................. 1
Rockland gym. The home team made 1 could have a Community Skeeing
"That's better. Yuh can't fool me r.csday with 1000 pounds of fish
0, 11 goals from the floor against' and Snowshoeing Party, including tra with a number of excellent selcc0
notable choral society, which is made Donahue, lg ........... 0
TUNE IN
j Kenneth Hanna of Chelsea. Mass.,
o' Thomaston’s seven, but nine goals men and women, boys and girls, like i tions was a popular feature of tha ! with that Smith stuff.'
0
up entirely of professional singers. Staples, lg ............. 0
evening. Next In line was the Three
from fouls saved the day for the the ones we used to have in former
Miss Emerson has been a member
3
Musical Maids—a trio of beautifully
13 visitors. Thc score:
years.
over a long period.
AT 8.00 O’CLOCK. E. 8. T.
Time, four 6 minute periods.
! Thomaston High—Feyler rf, John- j This party would probably include blended voices—the only harsh note
In
their
number
being
furnished
by
Referees, LaCrosse and Lord.
STATION WNAC
, son, Coates, Felt, Jacobs, Jack, Con-' a trip towards Chickawaukie and reAmong Maine poets having a place
Ccopcr with his Haxon.
• • • •
I don and I. Henry.
| turn towards the Country Club where
In the new anthology "Maine and
Enjoy
These Radio Headliners:
The patren entitled to the hundred
Championship Game
Rockland Alumnae—R Flanagan, light refreshments would be served.
Vermont Poets,” just announced by
• ALEXANDER GRAY
Henry Harrison, New York publisher
G.
F. Pts a. Flanagan. Hapworth. Foster. Kar-. 1 believe the idea ls a good one and
Noted Baritone
2 pinen. Mahoney, Mullen. Robertson. ' should go over big. As the season is
Charlie Wilkinson knows cattle
containing the works of 54 Con Bohn, rg ................. 1
0
• MARK WARNOW'S
and ho knows tobacco. “I’m a
0
8ccre. Thomaston 53. Rockland 23 well along, next Saturday afternoon
temporary writers, 34 of whom re Cole, rf ................... 0
Famous Concert Orchestra
0t
P.A. booster,” he says. “Just sniff
6 Goals from floor. Feyler 4. Johnson T I would be the time, and I am sure
present the State of Maine, appear Ellingwood. rf ........ 3
0
• CHARLES HANSON TOWNE
the
rich
fragrance
of
P.A.
”
Prince
lOjFelt 1. A. Flanagan 5. Hapworth 3.1 that Walter C. Ladd. Homer E
the names of Alice Lawry Gould ano Winchenbach, If .... 4
2
Eminent Critic and Author
Albert is made* from choice tobac
0 Mullen 4. Referee. Wotton. Timer, Robinson, Lincoln E. McRae and
Harold Vinal. It is significant that Ellis, If ..................... 0
0
• Charming Feminine Sextette
cos—"crimp cut’’—the “bite”
Mrs. Gould and Mr. Vinal are Piescott, c .............. 0
0
removed. And so we say:
“II Cress. Scorers, Tibbetts and Sceber. Samuel Sezak in conjunction with
* Male Double Quartette
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin and any other
7
------------------both natives of Vinaihaven.
Karl, c ..................... 3
I
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of
•
imperial Vocal Ensemble
0
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on! ladies she might choose to assist.
Rcwley, rg .............. 0
0
Prince Albert. If you don’t find
would
be
a
very
nice
committe
to
0
the
left
side
of
the
road!
it
the
mellowest,
tastiest
pipe
to

Burpee's Automatic Bargain Room Anderson, lg .......... 0
0
CHRYSLER
2i
---- - —------bacco you ever smoked, return
take the matter in charge.
0
takes its first automatic cut today Peterson, lg.............. 1
and
the pocket tin with the rest of
But th(
were out
If any of the readers of this article
Come in and see the article you have !
—
—
— Cross, c
0
0
thc tobacco in it to us at any time
27 Kenney, rg .............. 2
ls
favorably
inclined
towards
this
12
PLYMOUTH
been waiting to b? reduced. Many |
L
within a month from this date,
project and would like to join such pounds cf sugar w%s not present at
Juniors
j Turner, rg ................ 0
H
articles have been added —adv.
SOLD BY
and we will refund full purchase
F. Pls ' Cucclnello, lg .......... 1
a party, kindly get in touch by tele-! time cf the awa-d so the next four
G.
o
price, plus postage. (Signed)
2
I) ] phone or otherwise with any of the received a Q5-cound bag with the
4 Childs, lg ................ 0
0
Cockney woman (charged with as- ; Dondis, rf ................ 1
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
0
_
0
— ' above mentioned persons. I am sure Swiss family Robinson getting 50 per
Winston-Salem, Nortb Carolina
saulting her husband i: “I asked 'lm Curtis, rf ................ 0
TEL. 4C6-W
1
il , that a very enjoyable time may be cent,
Smokers say P.A. “can’t be beat”
if 'e loved me, an' ’e was so long Hickman, If ........... 0
C32
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
|
had.
Tonight
is
another
big
night
and
0
in
“
makin's
”
cigarettes.
Time, four C minute periods.
thlnkin' about it that I it lm with a Nash. If .................. 0
E A plp«(ul« of (rafrant tobacco in
mop." —Montreal Star
| Black, c ................... 1
0
0 1R«, R. 1. R,,n<.!d» Tub. Co.
Axel Brunberg
with a fair break in weather a big
avary 2-ox. tin ol Prince Albert
Referees, Lord and LaCrosse.

Given with Every GLENWOOD Range

♦♦

2

WHITE CROSS INNER SPRING MAT

GLENWOOD FURNACES

TRESS, $16.95

TOMORROW—All Prices in our BARGAIN ANNEX take their first automatic re

duction. Come in and see this large assortment before they are “scooped up” at these
extremely low prices. Something for every room in the house; including Heaters,
Ranges, and Oil Stoves.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO. ROCKLAND
THE MASONIC BAZAAR

* NEW!
* DIFFERENT!
FULL OF APPEAL!

CHRYSLER
AIRSHOW

THURSDAY NIGHT

CATTLE BUYER FINDS P.A.
PREFERRED ALL OVER

Albert

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NF1GHHORHOOD KVKNTS
March 16—Vinaihaven town meeting.
March 16—Union town meeting
March 16—Rockport town meeting
March 17—St Patrick's Day.
March 20 ’<2 to 9:301—Educational
Club meets at Grand Army hall.
March 22 to April 5—Revival Services ;
at First Baptist Church.
March 23—Bath—Launching of the
destroyer Drayton.
March 23— Washington town meeting
March 23-26—Orono—Farm and Home i
week.
March 31—Democratic State Conven- |
tlon In Lewiston
April 2—Republican State Convention
In Bangor.
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Good Friday.
April 12—Easter.
April 15-20—Augusta—Maine Metho
dist conference
May 10 Mothers Day.
June 6—Republican National Conven
tion opens In Cleveland.
June 9-11—Annual convention G.A R.
and allied bodies In Rockland.
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21 -Annual encampment
th» Maine Department. Veterans Si
Foreign Wees, in this city.
June 26-26- Lewiston—American Le- .
glon and allied bodies, hold State con-1
ventlons.
ci

Out of the Soutlu-nd snow the othrgj
day rose the figure of a snow-womaifl
Ri.ddent.s ..iw a marked re,mil/.tie n.I
'o May West.
"Nature Appreciation" will be the |
subject of a D-A.R. broadcast Thurs
V, by- I
day at 1.45 p. m over WRDO,
»j
Mary Kelton Dummer Chapter,
speaker to be Mrs. Gertrude Grove I
Thc W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
2 30 p. m. with Miss Ernestine Oetch-j
eli, Birch .street Program leader'll
Florence Hastings; subject, “Tha,,
Union Signal;" roll call, response by jk
quotation from the "Signal."
J

CLOSED

THURSDAY
and FRIDAY

Whether you shop in person and take your goods with
you, or phone and have our deliver}’ fleet bring your
goods to your home, the answer to your marketing prob
lem will be found in these great food markets. Here you
find the complete assortment of fine foods that you need
to make your cooking interesting and eating enjoyable.
Many are using our free delivery service and find it very
convenient. Telephone orders receive the same con
siderate care as if you shopped in person. Phone 1234.

TO MARK DOWN PRICES! EVERYTHING! NONE RESERVED! And to arrange the stock for Easy
Selection! YOU KNOW the HIGH CHARACTER MERCHANDISE this store always sold! Their charac
ter HAS NOT changed—BUT THE PRICES WILL TO 1-4,1-3,1-2 of their original cost—And WHEN YOU
COME HERE SATURDAY you’ll get the SHOPPING THRILL of your life!

TRUSTEE'S

—PERRY’S

The ENTIRE STOCK ol

FRESH. CRISP, CLEAN

VALUES

SPINACH,
DIRECT FROM THE SOUTH

2 lbs 31c
2 lbs 25c
lb 43c
lb 29c
lb 15c

Frankforts,
Minced Ham,
Boiled Ham,
Lamb Patties,
Lamb Fores,

FRESH STRAWBERRIES,
FANCY YELLOW SKIN’

EVERYTHING ORDERED SOLD!
ENTIRE ST >CK SACRIFICED
.
yk&owttr PR/ ES OP ML r/MF/

S SATURDAY, 9.30 A. M. pl»
SEE THE COURIER-GAZETTE THURSDAY FOR THE MOST SENSATIONAL MARK
DOWNS YOU EVER SAW!

55» THE TRUSTEES

of

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE

FUNERAL PARLORS

North Haven

TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST,

ROCKLAND

Stf

Daughters. Sons and Grandchildren

Day or Night Telephone
450
361 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
20-tf

H. H. CRIE & CO.
HARDWARE
AND SPORTING GOODS
328 MAIN' ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.

basket

2 “s 14c

FANCY
SMALL

4 for 25c

EXTRA LGE. GRAPEFRUIT,

SWIFT'S

lb 21c

Bacon Squares,

EDUCATOR CRAX,

SWIFT'S ( LOVER

two 1-lb boxes 35c

BULK DATES, new stock,

Sliced Bacon, 1-2 lb 16c

3 lbs 25c

3 tins 21c

SARDINES, Norwegian,

lb 15c
lb 21c

Stewing Lamb,
Roasting Pork,

19c

10”29c

ONIONS,

[smelts

CARD OF THANKS
The family of the late William S
Lunt wish to express their sincere j
thanks to their relatives and friends
who so kindly assisted them in their
sad bereavements.
Aleo for their
beautiful floral tributes.

17c

PK.

AT OUR MARKETS

FULLER-COBB me

Russell Funeral Home

MARKETS—

“TRULY A GREAT PLACE TO TRADE”

The current issue of “Fire Fight- J
ir.g," that highly interesting maga-l,
line edited by Alton H. Blacktngton, j Sweltering in a San Francisco tem
D‘.n.lel_S"°W:.Wh“ h“.been atJ^!
Anderson Camp. Sons of Union
The Rockland and Morse alumna?
formerly of Rockland, carries an ex- perature of 77 degrees, Charles M. Sea View Garage, has gone to Bath
Veterans, will meet Wednesday night teams will clash in the local High
cellent picture of the Camden Fire
writes of plans for an early where he is on thc clerical staff of
No supper.
Schcol gym Thursday night at 7.30
Department's new first aid car.
the Chevrolet agency. He entered
home-coming.
The local High School faculty will
upon his new duties yesterday. Until
Rockland
Encampment
meets oppose the A & P. team.
Miss Virginia Pease of Wiscasset
American Legion Auxiliary will apartments can be found. Mrs. Snow Wednesday night, with picnic supper
who stands sixth In the first ten , serve public supper Saturday at and their daughter, Carlene, are visit- ‘: after adjournment.
With the coming Thursday Austin
honor ranks of Lincoln Academy. ’ Region hall, with Mrs. Minnie Smith ing relatives in Freeport. The deW
Smith will have completed a half
Class of 1936. is the daughter of Mr an(j
Margery Jackson in charge, pg-ture of the Snows from Rockland
Adrian Marchand who was injured
century with the W. H. Glover Co.—
and Mrs. Harvey D. Pease. Mrs
------Is viewed with general regret.
in the recent fire explosion on Main
50 years of loyal, faithful and efficient
Pease was Grace Crosby of RockRev. John Smith Lowe DJ5. will------------------street has resumed his duties as
'ervice. And it is only fair to remark
land, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. have as the subject of his mid-week
BORN
drug cleTk.
that there Isn't a younger looking
S. D. Crosby of The Highlands.
--Lenten service Thursday at 7:30 at perry—At Warren. Feb. 24. to Mr. and
Perry, a daughter.
MrBenjamin
half-ccr.tury worker In Rockland
------i the Universalist vestry “The Hour
Mrs
Hazel
Plummer
(formerly
Mr*
Lorraine Norma.
Hazel Hanley of Rockland) died yesE E. Stoddard motored to Tops- of Faith." All Interested friends
Bob was unable, through illness, ta
MARRIED
| terday at Damariscotta Hospital after
field, Mass.. Saturday to recover Invited.
SPEAR-GRAHAM—At Catonsville. Md . .
go to work on payday, so aoked his
cigarettes to the amount of 863!^
March 7. by Rev Mr Nesblt. Parker three weeks Illness.
workmate. Mick, io get his wages and
Golden Rod Chapter Friday night
H Spear of Philadelphia and Warren. I
______
which were stolen from St. Clair &
Cato“v'uieJ.’'»Mrt‘* Vlr0nla ar‘h»m
,
Charles W. Winslow has gone to bring them along to his hcuse. Late
Allen last fall and which had beep will have Mrs. Ivy Chatto in chargf
— At Clark Island. Eagle Reck. Va, where he will be that night Mick arrived at Bobheld there Until the case was en of supper at 6. An unusually at BITOOOD-FLOOD
Feb
20. oSw
by RevKtSSTirf
Herman WlnchenKin
Pronvin«: ‘ employed in the llmerock quarry of house, looking rather serious.
tractive
program
Is
being
arranged
tirely clear. Mr. Stoddard was acI've lost yer wages. Bob!" he stud
town,
and
Ella
Flood,
of
Clark
Wand. which J. H. McNamara is manager
ccmpamed as far as Newburyport by by Miss iFearl Borgerson, Miss
“
Lost
my wages?" began Bob.
Katherine
Veazie
and
Mrs.
Gertrude
his daughter, Mrs. William Parker,
DIED
The Lions have planned a mystery
But Mick interrupted him.
returning to her home in Easthamp- Boody.
PLUMMER—At Damariscotta. March 9.
,
... trmnrro_, anft arrordin’’
“Aye." he blurted, "and I believe if
Mrs. Hazel Plummer, formerly Mrs meeting for tomorrow ana aoconung
ton after two weeks’ visit.
Hazel
Hanley
of
Rockland,
aged
38
|
o
“
Lions' Roar" there will be j had gone on playing I should have
_____
I Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliarv
years. 6 months, 9 days. Funeral ,
. o
Wednesday at 2 p. m. In Damariscotta things doing. The attendance contest lost my own'—Answers.
Last night's storm and hazardous will have supper at 6 Wednesday at
—At West Waldoboro. March is reaching a fever pitch.
walking was not encujh to prevent a Legion hall, with beano preceding CREAMER
8. Mrs Angelica Creamer, aged 84
years.
very generous crowd from assembling the business meetings of each
—At Thomaston. March 8.
at the March Parent-Teacher Asss-|organization at 7:30. Attention is LEAVITT
The Republicans will hold a caucus '
Elizabeth M Leavitt, aged 57 years.
10
months.
25 days. Funeral Tuesday »t the Court House at 7.30 tonight
ciation meeting at the High Schcol. | called to the meeting of the Camp
at 1 o’clock E D Davis A Sons Chapel
A charming operetta was presented kt which important business will be I COPELAND—At Lowell. Mass.. March 7, for the purpose ot electing delegates ■
Bertram H Copeland of Thomaston, to the State and Congressional con
"Wear-Ever"
by the Junior High Schcol girls under | dutossed.
aged 56 years. 24 days Funeral Tues
day at 2 o'clock Thomaston Baptist ventions April 2.
<
SI I
N
I
41
directionl or Miss Mary -Bird and
—
_____
Frank A. Winslow gave his lecture cn
annual mwtln« of the An‘er‘- I Church.
MATHEWS—At Lowell. Mass . March 7.
"Lindbergh and Others," a tale of, ™
Department of the'Maine
Alden H. Mathews Funeral Wednes
Joseph Dondis, manager of lccal j
day at 2 o'clock from A. D. Davis A
celebrities he has met In his 35 years Federation of Womens Clubs wdl
theatrical interests, was hailed into 1
Sons Chapel.
cf newspaper work. It was Mr Wins- take Placp March 24 as part of the
Rockland Municipal Court this fore
IN MEMORIAM
low's 70th appearance in three years, I Farm and Home Week program at
noon under the lottery law charged
In loving memory of my dear hus
a record of all time for any local, University of Maine. The morning band.
William G. Howard, who passed with operating a device of chance,
At the conclusion of his fakers will be Prof. Dwight B away March 9. 1934
the specific complaint being the so- 1
..peaker. ... „ —
d
Demerritt of the University Depart- You are not forgotten loved one.
remarks Mr. Winslow was accoraca <___ ~_________ y
Nor wl)1 you ever
called "Bank Nites” at Park Theatre
long as life and memory last.
an informal and unplanned reception ment of Forestry, and Robert E. As
wUl remember thee.
Bondy, director of diaster relief of II miss
you now. my heart ls sore.
by the appreciative listeners.
American Red Cross. In the after As time goes by I miss you more
Your loving smile, your gentle lace.
noon the speakers will be Dr. Henry No one can fill that vacant place
Edwin Libby Relief Corps mat
Sadly missed by his loving wife
Noble MacCracken. president of VasMaude A. Howard
Thursday for supper and business.
, sar College, and Lita Banc, formerly
A report was given of several mem
associate editor of Ladies Home
bers calling on Mrs. Addie Allen who
IN MF.MORIAM
Journal and now a specialist on
In loving memory of Neal Farrell,
celebrated her 91st birthday March
parent education with the U. S. De Alexander Bain and Ravmond Dow Jr.
1st. Mrs. Allen who is one of the
Not dead to its who loved them,
partment of Agriculture. At 4 p. m.
Not lost but gone before;
oldest members of the Corps dis
They live with us In memory.
Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck will receive the
And will forever more.
played. with justifiable pride, it
visiting women at a reception at the
From those who loved them
quilt and two braided rugs which she president's home.
has made this winter season. While ,
CARD OF THANKS
confined to her chair to a large ex- I
We wish to thank our neighbors and
1 friends for their many acts of kindness
tent, she enjoys fairly good health
! In our bereavement, for the floral of
and retains an alert active mind.
ferings and for the use of cars.
Mrs. Anita Cunningham, Barbara)
Calls were also made on Col. F. S.
Cunningham. Mr. and Mrs Job Cun- j
nlngham and Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Philbrick of Edwin Libby Post G A R.
Cunningham
who also recently celebrated his 92d
AND
12’size is $3.95 (Reg. $4.50J.
birthday. At the meeting Thursday
CARD OF THANKS
We
wish
to
express
our
thanks
and
night there will be initiation. The 5
4-Plece Sauec Pan Set,
. $1.73
appreciation |to ouJt frlwadu for the
Aluminum Covers for above, set .73
beautiful flowers and the use of cars
supper committee comprises Mr».
Established
1840
at the time of our bereavement In the
Covered Sauer Pots ...... 89 to 1.G3
Maude Cables, Mrs. Jennie Wilson, j
loss of our sister Mrs. Carrie. (Simmons)
Licensed Embalmers and
Service conducted in the Rus
Burton
Percolators ....................... 1.50 to 1.93
and Mrs. Ada Brewster. February
Attendants
WUllam F Simmons, city. Mr and
sell Funeral Home is not dis
Dripolators ........................ 1.65 to 2.10
birthdays will be observed at the
Mrs. Frederick Simmons, Watertown.
John O. Stevens
Alden Ulmer
N. Y.
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
Double Boilers ................. 1.39 to 3.29
meeting of March 26, with Mrs. Lena
turbed by the noise of city
Rollins in charge of the feature. All ■
Bean
Pots .......................................... L43
CARD OF THANKS
traffic. Yet, the Home is cen
Day or Night Telephone
81ncere appreciation and gratitude Is
Triple Sauer Pans, set ............ 1-83
members with February birthdajfc1
extended to friends and neighbors for
trally located. Its use is avail
450
Ring Molds, set ............................ 1-00
their kindness to us In our recent be
are asked to notify Mrs. Rollins ah
reavement. also for the beautiful flowers
able
to
all,
and
is
one
factor
of
Representatives in all large cit'es
Biscuit Pan ...................................... 1-00
soon as possible.
and use of cars. To all who so kindly
In the United States and Canada
offered their services during our sorrow
the many that make for quiet,
French Fryers ............................... L19
we are deeply thankful.
Round Roasters ............................ 1-95
Don't Fcrgetl the Townsend Club
Ronald A. Gillis, Mr and Mrs. Han
dignified and complete service
AMBULANCE
son J. Crockett. Mr and Mrs. Arthur E
Steamers .......................................... 1-49
supper at K. P. hall at C tonight.
Service is Instantly available.
Emerson, Lloyd F. Crockett and Blanche
at the Russell Funeral Home.
M Crockett.
Experienced attendants on duty.
We-need-your-quarter.—adv.

Burpee's Automatic Bargain Room
takes its first automatic cut today.
Come in and see the article you have
been waiting to be reduced. Many
articles have been added.—adv.

ROCKLAND’S FAVORITE
FOOD MARKETS

POLLOCK, genuine English cure,

lb 07c

tall tin 23c

DEL MONTE RED SALMON,

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE,
RIB

Lamb Chops,

lb 21c

lge pkg 17c

QUAKER OATS,

lb 25c

3 pkgs 10c

KRE-MEL,

BEST CENTER CUT

PKG. LEMON

Pork Chops,

FLAVOR

FREE

lb 25c
NEW SPRING VEGETABLES

Smoked Shoulders,

lb 19c

Fresh Mushrooms
New Sweet Potatoes
Fresh Beet Greens
Green Peas
New Beets
New Cabbage
Asparagus
Tomatoes
Celery
String Beans

FRESIl SELECTED

Eggs,

dozen 31c

ARMOUR'S STAR

Pure Lard,

2 lbs 25c

COUNTRY ROLL

Butter,

lb each 29c

CREAM TARTAR, SODA,

2 tins 19c

FISH CAKES,

lb 37c

CUT-RITE WAX PAPER,

40 ft roll 05c

3 cakes 14c

PALM OLIVE SOAP,
ARMOUR'S STAR

Bacon,

• •••••

lb 39c

RUMFORD BAKING POWDER,

tin 21c

QUARTER LB. CAKE CHOCOLATE FREE

Pancake Flour ............. 2 pkgs 19c

Com Meal ................. 2. pkg- I7c

SALADA TEA

Beans ...................... 15 oz tins 05c

RED CAP

PILLSBURY’S VALUES

Molasses ................................... gal 6lc

BLEACH WATER

30 oz. bot. 14c

Grapenut Hakes ...... 2 pkgs 19c
Bulk Uocoanut .. ................. _ lb 19c

10 Oz Bot Ammonia Free

Diamond D Coffee .... 2 lbs 29c

Brown Label

Dill Pickles

1-2 lb pkg 29c
Macaroni .............. 10 lb box
Sweet Mixed Pickles, qt jar
Butter Scotch Candy
lb
Figs, for stewing ............ lb

Puffed Rice .................. 2 pkgs 21c

69r
25c
19c
19c

Silver Slice Grapefruit, 2 tins '’5c

Prunes. 50-60 .................. 6 lbs 35c

Vinegar, pint flask
Ketchup

65c

ALL FOR 38 CENTS

2 qt jars 31c

Bakrr's Chocolate Ii lb cake 13c

3 bars lie

Fairy Soap

FANCY RICE
Three 1-lb pkgs. 23c

8 oz tin 38c

Salt, free running

Tomatoes

2 qt jars 31c

................ 2 lge bots 25c

Instant Postum

3 pkgs I3e

1

PKG. SWANS DOWN
CAKE FLOUR
Packed with Calumet Baking
Powder and Cook Book
1-2 lb Baker's Chocolate
Mixing Bowl

............

Sour Picktrs ...... ..

....................... 3 tins 23c

( ocoamalt sample free, sm tin 23?
Milk Lunch Crackers

lb 16c

Seedless Raisins

2 pkgs 15?

Seedless Raisins

4 lb pkg 27c

Green Peas

Corn Meal ...

........................... qt 15?
two 5 lb bags 31c

Graham Crackers ............ lb 10c

Evaporated Milk ........ 4 cans 25c

8 oz Jar IN

Eagle Milk ............ ......... 2 tins 39c

Honey ...........................

i

ODD LOTS-ON SALE ONLY WHILE THEY LAST
241 Bars Peerless Castile Soap
253 Bars Maxine Soap .....................................
74 Cans Snider's Baked Beans
tall
61 Cans Snider's Vegetable Soup
tall

bar 02c
bar 02c
tin 05 '
tin 05?

35
(8
24
21)
11
13

Pkgs M.v-T-FIne Lemon Dessert
pkg 06c
Jars Crab Apple Jelly . . lge 1 lb 3 oz size 07r
Tins Friends Apple Dessert
. tin 09?
Tilts Chan-T-CIccr Chicken Broth .
can 05c
Bots Black Liquid Stove Polish
bot 15'
Cans Spiced Pumpkin
can 10c

29
76
42
16

Jars Brush On Stove Polish ................. jar IS?
Pint Buckets Plain Olives .........................
19c
Eureka Baking Powdrr .......................... lb tin 13c
Carnation Malted Milk
...... 5 lb tin 99c

78 Lbs. Excelsior Coffee

,b Ur

186 Cans Orange & Grapefruit Juice
ran 08
51 Tins Kre-.Mel. 6 lb tins
tin 21c
30 Tins Kre-Mel. 3 lb tins .............................. tin 14c
118 Tins Snider's Tomato Juice
20 oz tin 08107 Pkgs. Alphabet Macaroni .................
pkg 07c
G7 Cans Sani Flush ............................... small tin 07c
72 Qto. Old Witch Ammonia
qt lie
4 Bottles Rum Flavor Syrup
bot 0510 Cans Friends Cream Fish Dinner
can 09c
35 Tins Gorton’s Cod Fish, lge tino
each 10c
27 Borden's Malted Milk ...................... 15 oz jars 55?
93 Larsen Baby Foods .................................... can 05c
76 Old Homestead Marmalade
7 oz jars 66?

Pott Toasties,
3 pkgs 21c
BAKER’S DOZEN SALE
Stickney & Poor Vanilla 2 oz bot 15c
HOME COOKED FOOD
Maine Peas, fancy quality, 2 tins 25c
BY BEGGS
Snider’s Soups,
can 05c
Beggs’ Doughnuts,
13 for29c Heinz Soups,
2 pt tin 25c
Beggs’ Cup Cakes,
13 for29c Quick Arrow Soap Flakes, 2 pkg 23c
Sugar or Molasses Cookies 13 for 19c
Good Luck Lemon Pie Filling
Raisin-Filled Cookies,
13 for 25c
3 pkgs 23c
Fig Squares,
13 for29c Del Monte Pineapple Juice, 2 tins 25c

PHONE 1234
FREE DELIVERY

Visitor—How far is it to Washing' ton?
Native—Wa'al. I don't rightly
1 knew, but I’ll call Eph. Eph'll know,
j He's traveled all over. Hes got shoes.
—Windsor Star.

Perry’s Markets

MAIN STREET
PARK STREET

Magistrate—Why didn't you go to 1 She—In case one of your members
the assistance of the prosecutor in gets married does your bachelor
the fight?
I dub prescribe a penalty?
Policeman—I didn't know which of He—Oh no! His punishment la
them was going to be th' prcsecutor. severe enough without prescribing
yer honor!—Stray Stories.
; more. -Pathfinder

Page

FLAME
IN THE
FORES

"He’d got Just that far when I
busted tn on him. Now, you got
any cock-’nd-bull story to explain
tluit?"
"Why should I have nn explana
tion?"
“I wondered!" — edging closer
with an expression of craft which
Kerry, ln that moment of confused
thought, did not detect—“I won
dered, Young, after I heari yon
done your best to drive the stale's

I

chief witness out of the country
this—"

lllvzlraf ioiw
IRWIN MVBBf

0. stavicefl

A A4»w/J

THE STORY
CHAPTER IX.—Kerry Is tn make

a cruise of Nnn'a holdings. The bal

listic expert reports that the murder
bullet was fired from West's pistol.
West visits Nan and attempts to
take her by force. Holt rescues her.
Nan tells Exra of ber fears for
Holt's safety and speaks of love.
Esra tella Kerry Nan loves Holt.
Kerry, realising hls own love for
Nan. Is miserable. Tod bargains with
Bluejay to slay Kerry and frame Holt.
CHAPTER X.—Kerry camps at
Townline Lake. While canoeing Ker
ri* is fired on by Rluejay and topples
Into the lake. Hls canoe upturns.
The 'breed, certain Kerry Is dead,
leaves. Kerry, unhurt, had thrown
himself Into the water, coming up
under his canoe.

CHAPTER XI —Tod Informs Sher
iff Bridger that Bluejay has seen
Holt taking money from a box which
had been burled under the Downer
cabin floor. A prisoner overhears and
tella Esra, Tod sees Kerry and Is
enraged at Bluejay, who has col
lected his blood money. Bridger, hls
deputy, and Tod set out to take Holt.
Young comes upon Bluejay. who Is
panic-stricken. Choking the Indian.
Kerry orders him to leave the coun
try. Exra tells Kerry of the frameup on Stuart. They take a short cut
to the cabin and dig up the planted
box. The sheriff's party arrives and
demands the box. Kerry refuses.
They leave, and Kerry finds finger
prints and traces of honey. West's
face was swollen from bee stings.

paper, frowning; touched It tenta
tively with his tongue aud gave a
grunt.
“Honey! . . . What's honey doing
on lhat bar, Ezra? And something
sticky on the box, too." They
peered at onc another. "And Tod
West," he sahl slowly, "all swollen
up. Notice that?"
‘‘I did. What you mnke of that?"
Kerry puzzled, stared blankly at
the ground und scratched a temple.
“Nothing yet," he muttered.
"Nothing. . . . But we've got a
mess of stuff to make something
of."
Carefully they gathered up their
evidence: the box, the bar, the
floor boards and, lastly, also care
fully wrapped in paper, the tin cup,
with which Tod West had busied
his trembling hands.
CHAPTER XII

'

!

|
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i
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HEY drove slowly hack toward
Nan's headquarters, talking In
tently.
To save Holt Stuart the Ignom |
iny of arrest, to tie together the ,
evidence they had accumulated, to ]
weave a net around Tod West and
to discover the remainder of the
money that rightfully belonged to ’
CHAPTER XI. CONTINUED
Nan were their major objectives.
In the car which preceded them
"I think go, too," said tho old
had been intent talk, as well. West
man, hut hls oj-os were mystified:
had had little enough tn say at the i
he was following hls deputy's lead.
cabin but once on the homeward
"Better
bring
along
those
way, with new fears, fresh doubts,
boards," Voting suggested. “We've
even greater misgivings stirring
got that tire to change."
within him. he had talked. Talked
They went outside, then, leaving
Into Bridger's ear, playing on the
the other three within, and Kerry
man's vanity, his jealousy of hls ■
I put the box carefully on the seat
authority, hls regard for hls politi j
cushion.
cal fences. . , .
“Stall." he whispered. “Let 'em
'
And after those first minutes at
clear out!"
He looked at hls right hand and : Downer's, with their confusion and
excitement and triumph. Tod West,
mbbed hls finger tips together. He
touched again a smear of sticky • drawing Bridger aside, talked fur
ther. What had transpired In Mel
dirt on the edge of the box and
Knight’s store between Young nnd i
then busied himself with jack and
Bluejay had come to hls ears and
wheel wrench.
he passed It on to Bridger ami
For 20 minutes he stalled for
made deductions and. In a fever of
time ln the changing of that tire.
relief, let hls suggestions run Into
In the beginning a low and hur
demands. . . .
ried muttering came from the cabin
As they rounded the bend snd
and then Nat spoke freely.
came Into view of the Downer I
"All right. Butch. Let's mensbuildings, Ezra leaned suddenly 1
nre this thing off. now. go’s we c'n
forward.
tell a Jury all about It when the
“What goes nn here?" he asked,
time comes."
staring at tlie group clustered be
Sounds of pacings from the In
fore headquarters. ''That's Nat's
terior of the cabin, observations,
car. ... Do you s'pose . . .”
argument. Then, consciously In
Kerry speeded up and when he
tent, the sherilf and Ills deputy
drew close to tlie cluster of men
searched the entry and tlie cabin's
1
about the sheriff's car It gave way
surroundings for what they might
i
and
tliere,
white
of
face,
his
hands
Ifind.
manacled
before
him,
they
saw
Tod West remained leaning
Holt Stuart!
against the table until they came
Bridger pushed hls way toward !
out; then he followed them with a
Young
ns he opened the door of
fine show of Interest.
Ezra's car. Tlie sheriff bore him
“Well, mebhy you’re right,"
self with a new importance.
Bridger said finally, approaching
“Well. I guess you'll have to ad
Ezra and Young. "But I got a
mit I was lookin' a little further
duty. I won't wait too long. I'll
ahead 'n you werp. Young!" he i
drive to town nnd come to your
cried, waving a sheet of paper truc j
office tonight. I'm leavin' Butch
ulently.
at th' Landin’. If he should get
“I guess, mebhy, the sheriff's of
away . . , It's be just plain hell!"
fice can still he depended on to fol
They drove off anil when they
low Its best Judgment for the peo
were gone from sight Kerry
ple of this county!"
dropped hls wrench.
"Yeah? Just what do yon mean?"
“Give me those boards!" he said
Kerry asked, evenly.
excitedly. “Here. . . . Come on,
j
“Mean? I mean I was right all
Ezra! Let's see what he used to
along! This lad Stuart ls the man
pry 'em up with I"
we want, Young, nnd I wasn't a
He went directly to the cache of
second too soon, either. I guess
tools beside the doorway, eyeing
mebhy there's be'n things goin' on i
the Implements one by one. . . .
about this case that nobody but
‘‘It's a bet!" he muttered and
you 'nd him understood 1 I’ll count
ducked inside and came out with
Ezra out because he's . . . he's an
a newspaper in his hands.
old man.
•
Shielding his palms with a torn
“I don't s'pose you knew he was
page he lifted from its resting
packed up, ready to haul, did you?"
place a worn and shining crowbar.
“Holt, you mean?"
"What's the Idea . .
Ezra be
“Yes, Holt!" Tod West wns edg
gan.
ing up behind Bridger, frowning,
"What'd you see there?” Young
nudging the sheriff. “Yes, Holt
demanded triumphantly. “Look at
Stuart 1 Back sack 'nd suit cases
the end, Ezra I"
The old man peered closely.
"Dirty,” he muttered. “Dirt slick
in' to It."
"And what kind of dirt? Don't
you get It? It's the same color and
kind as that under the floor, there!
Scrape a little of it off in a clean
paper. . . . There! That’s right.
... He used this bar to bust up
that hard clay and make a hole
for the box and he used it to pry
up those floor-boards. . . . Here.
. . . Give me one! . . . See? The
mark on the board fits exactly!"
"But I don't see yet why—"
Young gave an excited laugh.
“Good Lud, Ezra! Tills old liar's
as smooth and bright as if it'd
been polished! Finger prints will
be all over It. Inside the cover
of that box, big as life and twice
as natural, is a man's thumb print
and Tod West stood in there for
ten minutes fooling with a bright
tin cup!”
A light of understanding dawned
ln Ezra's old eyes.
“Spread out that newspaper,”
Young said. "Lay It on the ground.
I. . . So. . . . Now we'll roll up this
Cool Steel Encircled Kerry’s
! har so the prints won't get rubbed
Wrists.
away and . . . What the devil!”
He had put the bar down and
nil ((trapped up. 'Nd I come on him
gtarted to lift away the paper
writin’ tlds . . . writin' It to Nan
which had shielded hls hands. It
Downer, who's be'n away today.
stuck, peeled off slowly and lie held
Listen to this!”
It up to the level rays of a sun
Ho read! “'Dear Nan: It looks
getting behind the timber.
as lf I’d stayed on here too long,,
Young sniffed the smear on tlie

T

“Here! What the devil!"
Young grunted as he began to
struggle. Butch, the deputy, had
him from behind. Bridger had
grasped one wrist In both hls
hands; Tod West stepped In tn secure him, to help hold him despite
hls first amaz.ed struggles.
"What comes off?" Kerry demanded. “What's the hlg Idea,
Bridger?"
The sheriff was reaching for
handcuffs. A leer came nbout hls
mouth.
“I've got Stuart ns a suspect In
a murder case." he said loudly,
“'nd I’m tnkln' you. Young, for
Interferin' with a witness In that
self-same case!"
Cool steel encircled Kerry's
wrists; the ratchets clicked.
“Why, this Is the damnedest,
most far fetched outrage—"
“You tell nil that to the Judge!"
snapped Bridger. “Here, yon boys,
get back, now! Stand away. Butch
'nd me, we got to get these two
Into a cell. . . . Stand back, bojfa!"
He whirled to Kerry.
“You got th* guts to deny that
you drove Frank Bluejay out of
town this afternoon? Have yon
even got lh' brass to explain thal?"
Young was breathing hard. Con
fusion and dismay lay heavily upon
him. He looked from Bridger to Tod
West and his lip curled. The man.
with hls swollen face, was glnrIng at him. triumphant for the moment, because hls agile mind had
turned events off that course u liich,
laid It been followed, might have
overwhelmed him.
"Yes, try to explain that. If you
ran!" West growled.

stalked down the corridor and called
through an open doorway:
"I’ll he over at the pool hall.
Ma I If anybody calls, or you hear
anything, just ring me. Them
boys'll be all right. . .
They'd be all right!
As soon us the sound of hls foot
steps had died away Young was
out of his cell, across tlie bull-pen
and sitting on the edge of Holt's
cot, where the boy lay, face in hls
arms.
"Buck up, son!" he whispered, a
hand on tlie lad's shoulder. “It
looks like a kind ot mess, but we'll
clear It up!"
A shudder traveled the lithe
frame beneath his touch.
“What happened?" And when
the other made no move: “Won’t
you tell me?"
Slowly Stuart rolled over, and
the faint light from above showed
hls face while nnd drawn.
“Damned lf I know!" he mut
tered. “I’d packed up this after
noon. I wus on my way. I didn't
want to leave without some word
for Nan. I’d Just started to wiAte
a note when in busted Bridger,
grabbed It off the desk nnd . . .
That’s all; except that I Inst
my head and tried to take 'em all
on."
"Then you were actually haul
ing*’
"Yes,”—bitterly.
“Why?" No answer. Stuart con
tinued to stare at the latticed liars
above him. “What was the big
idea. Holt? You don't mean . . .
It can't be."—tensely—"that this
yarn Bluejay told—"
“Certainly not I"
Stuart silt up quickly nnd drew
both hands across hls eyes.
“Hell.no! What this is nil about.
I can't tell you. I got enough from
Bridger's boasting tn see what
they're driving at. And I waa off

!
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Kerry squared Ills shoulders.

Terhaps I can. Tod West, he
said slowly. Perhaps I ran! To
morrow’s another day. remember."
And handcuffed with Bridger
jerking him toward the open toarIng car In which he was to ride,
a prisoner, in to the county seat, he
laughed bitterly, defiantly. . . .
Old Ezra, nervous fingers twlstthe two chanted in solemn mensStuart was helped into the hack
sent, and Young ordered in beside
the driver.
“Hold everything. Ezra!" Kerry
said. "You sleep on that stuff: Un
derstand? Guard It with your life.
If necessary. See me In the morn
ing and . . . and take care of Nan!"
His voice dropped on this last
and he averted his eyes from the
doctor's face.
Tip, still sitting on the seat of
Ezra's car, watched with stiff ears
as this other automobile moved
away. Thc crowd, after that departure, began to buzz loudly. Doctor Adams carefully gathered the
pieces of material evidence they
had found and carried them Into
Nan's office.
The dog whined a little, staring
at the way bis master had taken.
Slowly, almost tentatively at first,
he took the road; stopped once
and sniffed the air. Then, nt a
rolling lope, he disappeared beyond
the sawmill, headed for Shoestring.
The ride Into town was one long
succession of unsuccessful attempts on the part of Bridger to
make one or the other of his pris
oners talk.
“Just where were you all day
Thursday, Holt?" he asked In a
patent attempt nt ingratiation.

WARREN

gratulated Iilin boisterously and
came out more boldly and hung
against the steel door of the bull
pen and peered through. But Kerry
on a bunk In a cell, and Stuart on
another, kept out of sight and
made no response to the advances.
Bridger was In fine spirits. Hls
talk rose high anil higher. He be
came almost hysterical in this, hls
moment of largest triumph.
At late evening the stream of
callers had petered out. Butch had
been called out to a country dance
where had whisky bail caused trou
ble and when no one appeared
for a quarter of an hour, Bridger

now, and, hy staying, risked all
kinds of disaster. . . .'

HAROLD
TITUS
t

w.n
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"Somebody’s Trying to Frame Me,
But It's . . . That's

a Detail,

Now.”

Miss Joan Maxey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. F. Boynton Maxey, obsered her fourth birthday enniversary
Saturday by entertaining 17 young
friends at a birthday party. She re
ceived many nice gifts, among them
two birthday cakes, one from Mrs
' Ralph Putnam of Oardiner, and Mrs.
1 Benjamin Surrett. Games were en
joyed during the afternoon, and Ice
cream and cake served. Those pres
ent were: Marie Marr. Barbara Marr.
Kathleen Marr. Martha Orlffln, I
Alice Marie Orlffln, Evelyn Smith,
1 Emily Smith, Joan Smith. Joyce
Halligan, Betty Moore, Charlotte
Moore, Ruth Starrett, Jean Camp
bell, Dale Messer. Wayne Starrett,
Merrill Fiske and the wee hostess ■
j Each child received dainty basket
j favors and gum drop men.

Ladies of the Congregational Circle
will meet Thursday at 2 o clock a;'
ladys swarthout. young / the chapel for sewing. The monthly
star ot the movies and the Met
supper will be served at 6 by Mrs
ropolitan Opera Company, will be
one of the outstanding features of Elmer Jameson Sr, Mrs. Oeorge
the "Magic Key of RCA" program to Newbert. Mrs. Oeorge Walker, Mrs
be heard over an NBC Network H. I. Holt, and (Mrs. Everett CunSunday afternoon, March 15th. at 1 ningham.
2 P. M.. E S. T. Miss Swarthout
Mrs. May Little who has been car-1
is a native ot Missouri, received ber
early muslral '.raining ln Kansas ' ing for Mrs. Benjamin Perry and In- j
City churches, and made her pro fant daughter Lorraine Norma, who
fessional debut with the Chicago was born Peb. 24 returned home
Civic Opera Company. Her time, at Saturday.
present, is divided between motion
Abbott Spear of Newton Centre. I
pictures, radio and the Metropoli
Mass,
was tn town over thc weekend '
tan.
William Yates discovered a thistle
Other features ot the Magic Key
program will be the Viennese Boys' butterfly ln hls barn recently. Spring
Choir and Floyd Gibbons, the war must be on the way.
correspondent and news commen
Maurice Wellman saw a pretty
tator.
sight Monday morning when two
fawns passed within 75 feet of his
NORTH HAVEN
home at West Warren, crossing to
the
woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Emerson I
A
bird, huge, with wing spread
of Augusta. Mrs. Fred D. Priest of 1
Rockport, and Mrs. Alden Pettie of estimated at six feet, and thought
Rockland were in town to attend the j to be an eagle, was seen Sunday
afternoon on Route 1, below the
funeral of Mrs. Ronald A. Olllls.
home of Edwin Oammon. It is said
The Girls' 4-H Club met Saturday
that six eagles have been seen above
afternoon at the home of Misses Ann
the village this winter.
Dyer and Mary Dyer, where plans
Mrs Jessie Walker will entertain
for an entertainment to be given ln ,
thc Contract Club Wednesday after
April, were made. A light repast was
noon.
served. Those attending were: Mrs
Thc snipping party which followed
Franz Mills. Mildred Brinkworth.
the sUted meeting of Ivy Chapter
Hazle Marden. Norma Howard. Hope
O.ES. Friday night was much en
Ames. Ida Wooster. Mary Dyer. Ann
joyed. Forty members were present
Dyer and Orace Beverage. The next j
Callers Sunday afternoon on Mr.1
session will be Saturday with •
and Mrs Henry V. Starrett were Mrs
Beatrice Milks.
Earl Miller of East Waldoboro; Mrs
A combination party
observe Flora Jones. Mrs N. H. Little. Miss
the wedding anniversary of Mr. and
and Harry Holmberg of
Mrs. Marden and as a surprise for
Alton Calderwood, was given Satur- I
. . . .
day night at the home of Mr. and
_
Mrs Earl C Marden "83" was playSpear-Graham
ed. in which game first prizes went A
of lnterest 10 local resi*
to Mercedes Calderwood and Paul dents took place Saturday afternoon
Brown. Doris Brown and Arthur in the Presbyterian Church at
Calderwood
Winning consolation CatonsvUle. Md. the rector. Rev. Mr
award. Ices and cakes were served Nesbit officiating, when Miss Jen
and thc festivities continued with
nette Virginia Graham, only daugh
other pastimes. In the group were:
Doris. Paul and (James Brown. ter of Mr and Mrs. Chester Graham.
Myrtle Greenlaw, Norma Howard, | of 3 Timothy Lane. Catonsville. Md.,
Mercedes
Calderwood.
Stanley became the bride of Parker Hudson
Quinn. Hazle Marden. Mr and Mrs. Spear of Philadelphia and Warren
Carl Bunker. Arthur Calderwood. third son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Alton Calderwood. and Mr. and Mrs. M. Spear of this town. The bride
E. C. Marden.
was lovely ln egg shell satin and
• • • •
ecru veil. A reception followed the
ceremony, at the home of the bride
Beulah C. Gillis
Mrs. Spear ls a graduate of thc
One of the largest attended funer Hood College, Maryland, and had
als ever held on the island was that taught domestic science course at
of Mrs Beulah /Crockett! Gillis, the Catonsville High School previous
whose sudden death occurred Thurs- 10 Tier resignation last December to
day tn Rockland. Mrs. OlUto. the
................ |
Mr. Spear ls a graduate of Warren,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Hanson T.
High class of 1925. and from the U.
Crockett, was bom in this town Aug.
14. 1914. and attended the local of M„ in 1931. He is a member of
the Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity. I
schools, having graduated from High
School in 1931. She then took the Following his graduation from thc
1 course at Farmington Normal School. U. of M. he took special training in i
1 from which she graduated in 1933. the cashier's department of the j
For one year she taught in the local Travelers' Insurance Company tn
grade school and a year ago was Hartford and for a time was located
with this company in New York city.
married to Ronald Olllls.
At present he is assistant cashier in
Mrs. Gillis was popular and active,
a member of the Baptist Church, the Philadelphia office of this firm.
Mr. and Mrs. Spear left after thc
teacher In the Sunday School, choir
reception, for a few days trip and on
member, belonged to the Grange and
their return will make their home at
was always a willing worker ln be- ..,...............
half of the.se various groups. Besides 144 ^Mt AIlen's Lane PhUadelphla
| her husband and ten-day old son. Frlends hePf t*nder congratulations

WE BUY

OLD

GOLD

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND

The school bell then will merrily ring,
Then we go ln to read and sing.
Work out our problems and recite
Till we all bid our teacher Oood
Night."
Day by day we wiser grow,
There are so many things we have to
know.
But as we grow we also must play.
And keep happy and smiling every
day.
—Lillian A. Johnson
Grade 4, Purchase St. School

BY VIRGINIA FRANCIS
Director Hotpolnt Eloctrlc Cookory Intlitulo

“Young man, who ate that piece j brownness, and, when eaten, thia
of cherry pie’" questioned the try- miracle-made crust just flakes away
ing-to-be stem-but-finding-it impos in your mouth I
sible mother. Then George, disguis
_
Now for that cherry pie recipe
ing a look of well-fed _satisfaction
for thatof" a'man'wanringto “come which, undoubtedly, George Washelean" replied, “I cannot tell a lie, ington had in mind when he wielded
mother, I did it in a moment of . his hatchet many years ago.

G

alone all day Thursday and 1 was
leaving nnd I did start a note to
Nan with a couple of sentences
that, maybe, will make it look a lit
tle tough ln the beginning. But I
didn't kill Cash and I didn't bury
anything at Townline and I wasn't
"Oo to Moan ' "
there Thursday! Somebody's trying
“Now. that ain’t no way. Mebhy
to frame me, but it's . . . That’s a
it'll he best for you to tell me. I
detail, now."
could do a lot of good If—*
Young drew a long and mystified
"Gh. shut up!"
breath.
Bridger shrugged and smiled to '
“Detail! Maybe. But . . . Good
himself. Car tools, loose on the
Lord, chum, they've got enough
, floorboards at Kerry's feet, clanked
stuff to hold you here until we run
and rattled as they took the bumps.
blow up their case. Why, It's worse
“Now. Young, you'd ought to
looking than I'd figured It could
come clean for Holt's sake, about
he. ..." He scratched hls temple
why you run this 'breed—"
briskly. "Damn it all. tlie.v'v —
“Tell him to go to hell. Holt,"
“Where were you. for instance,
Kerry chuckled.
all day Thursday, the day Bluejay
apparently's ready to swear he saw
Again and again as they pro
you at the cabin?"
gressed through the dusk, Nat made
“All over hell's half acre."
his Inadept attempts to worm In
1
"Alone.■ "
formation from the two. After a
1
"Alone."
tlmc whenever he opened hls lips,
"Doing what?"
tthe two chanted In solemn meas
;
“Walking."
ure:
“Walking!" . . . Why, Stuart,
“Go to hell!"
aren't you . .
He shook tits head
“Well then," Bridger Anally
hopelessly.
snapped. “If there's any goin’ to
“And then you got ready to pull
hell to be done hy this gang I'll
out and write to N'an that you've
leave It to anybody with eyes
been risking all kinds of disas
to see who’s on the road1”
ter—”
They swung through town,
"And didn’t I?" — savagely.
around to the rear of the jail and
"Didn’t I stay here and eat niy
entered by a side door.
heart out nnd know all along that
Butch and Bridger took their
It was no use? That I'm too young
possessions from the prisoners and
and not big enough for a girl like
ushered them into the bull-pen.
tliat, anyhow? And then you—"
•‘Pick out your own beds,” the
Young's head was in a whirl.
sheriff Jeered unpleasantly.
"You’ll have the place to your
(TO BE CONTINUED)
selves, likely. And I hope you
like It, both of you!"
It was not long before excited
iit'sv hays
citizens commenced to arrive. They When I get up In the morning, from a
good night's rest.
clomped up the front steps and
I make a resolve to do my best
through the corridor and cast self- I wash my face and dress my feet.
Eat miy breakfast and brush my teeth.
conscious glances into the dimly
lit apartment behind the bars; went And then If I have a few moments to
Into the sheriff's office anil con
spare.
I pick out the clothes for my dolls to
wear. '
I put on my wraps and to school I rush.
Sometimes going through sleet and
slush.

Everyday Cooking Miracles

Ronald Neal, she is survived by her
parents; two sisters, Mrs. Dorothy ’
SOUTH HOPE
Emerson of Augusta and Blanche of
this community; and a brother,
Edwin 8. Lermond is In Rutland.
brother.
Lloyd.
, Mass., fcr an indefinite time and
Funeral services were held Sun- !
al*o visit his uncle, Ernest Harris
day in the new church, conducted and family.
by her pastor. Rev. Henry Felton
Mr. and Mis. Marshman of Bangor
Huse. Seldom has the church been , are at the home of Fred M Mcrriso filled for a funeral service and J field for a time.
seldom has there been more beautl- J Invitations have been received to
ful tributes ln floral offerings. The I a utility shower for the newly marburlal was in Fuller cemetery, the ried couple. Mr and Mrs. Bernard
bearers Harry Crockett, Parker Nelson (Miss Ingred Oathi ThursCrockett, Leon Crockett, Wendall1 day night at the Orange hall.
Howard, Owen Orant and Lawrence I Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell are In
Orant. The service director was Kineo where Mr. Campbell has a
Herman W Crockett. Attending In position as manager on a Maine Cen
a body were the North Haven Orange tral farm.
and members of the Friendly Bible
South Hope Orange entertained
Class.
Knox Pomona last Saturday. There
was an attendance of about 100 and
HOOKED RUG YARNS an excellent program pertaining to
Si. Patrick was presented by the lec
Pure wool worsted.
turer. Mrs. Edith Cameron spoke
Start now for
Spring.
Everyone
about the affairs of different coun
Ls making them.
tries which was an absorbing topic
Also yam for afand well received by the audience.
ghans, knitted suits
Mrs. H. A. Hart pleasantly enter
and coats. 16-page
style book for 15c. Free samples
tained Mrs. Edmund Harding, Mrs.
on request. Special attention giv
Berry Oould, son BUlie, Mrs. Ray
en to individuals and liberal dis
mond Carlton, son Willlard of South
count to stores.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS,Inc.
Union. Mrs. Robert Farris and
Concord Worsted Mills
daughter Sylvia. Mrs. Wilber Esancy
Concord, New Hampshire
of
Union. Mrs. W. W. Lermond and
27-32
Mrs. A. L Esancy, at a dinner party

Cherry pie, baked lhe modern electric way. I, a temptation, as this boy—
and his mother—have just discovered.

Pastry for Cherry Pio
temptation." And. lucky for George,
y, cup shortening
hs remembered his history because
4 tablespoons boiling water
a pie-snatching lecture did NOT en
154 cups bread flour
sue)
1 teaspoon salt
As a tribute to the man who made
54 teaspoon baking powder
the cherry tree famous—George
Place shortening in a warm bowl,
Washington—it is certainly fitting
that we cherish in our favorite recipe pour boiling water over it and cream
file, and that we serve to our fam- thoroughly with a fork. Place tha
ily this month, the very best recipe flour, salt and baking powder in a
for cherry pie that can be found, flour sieve and sift gradually into
And here’s the recipes, cherry pie the
mix?“re' J1',’ ,h“,i;
oritt, > never fail Mitrv a oughly. Make up into a dough ball
^dfitl3 tirt, s flavorsome semi ' and chiU' Wh?n WeU chilled divide
pie filled with a flavorsome, semi- d
h .
tWQ
tioM> one for
jmey filling: a pie baked to perfoc- Kni« <he ie Uu lnd one for th,
non in the miracle oven of the. <:riM.croM topping. Roll lightly,
automatic electric range. Could wc thcn line the pie piate and cttt ,trip*
aak for more? Not of a cherry pie. for topping.
Cherry Pie Filling
Begin* With Pastry
1 cup sugar
Such a pie as this necessarily be
154 cups cherry juice
gins with the pastry. If you've
4 tablespoons flour
never made hot water pastry your
25 4 tablespoons cornstarch
first impression will be that it's tak
3 cups canned cherries
ing a “tumble chance" because the
1 tablespoon butter
fat is MELTED, mind you, with hot
1 tablespoon lemon juice
water and then the whole mixture
ia’atirred with a mighty arm. Then
Arrange cherries into lined piethe next shock comes when you plate. Mix sugar and “pur, and
learn exactly how the pie is baked add to cherries. Dot with butter.
This pie actually starts to bake in a Top with strips of Pa**nA arranged
cold, unpreheated electric oven—th; criss-cross fashion, and flute edges
oven which is heat controlled and together..
moisture controlled. As thc measPlace pie in cold electric oven. Set
ured heat units are released into . Temperature Control 400 F. Turn
this well-insulated oven the pastry switch to Bake and bake until done
bakes slowly to a tender, golden (approximately 45 rain, to I hour).
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HORIZONTAL

1-Mingles
7-A sum total

12- Atmosphere
13- To put In action
18-Look

17- Half a acore
18- Perform

19- Greek letter
20- Talk
22-Felines
25-Type measure
27- Scarce
28- lreland
29- Musical note
30- Sword
32-The nostrils
34-Confesalona of faith
35- Percolated
36- Article
37- Augment
38- Land surrounded by
water

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

53- Secretary of State

(abbr.)
54- Wither
55- Prong
56- Serpent
59-Made of oak
61-Turkiah name
63- Regret
64- Batebsll term
66- Register (abbr.)
67- Warehooses
68- Pertalnlng to the
winds
VERTICAL

1-Washes
2-A falsehood
3- Eagle
4- Act
5- Javelin
6- Time period
7- Perfume from rose
petal*
42-Ebb
8- Myself
45- Prank
9- Employ
46- Space for combat
10- Lace fabric
48- Exist
11-Tormenta
49- Neat
51-That is here present 14-Penetratea

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-Way of approach
20- An Indian
21- A rodent
23- Prong
24- Break suddenly
26-Mechanieal con
trivance
29-Makes crimson
31-Seaport In N. W.
France
33-English noveli»t
39- Part of the mouth
40- Land mea»ure
41-To behave
42- Decayed
j43-Brother of Abel
A4-lri»h Gallic
45-Within a boat
47-Deaignate
50-Fetters

E2-Depend

*

57-Petition
53-Energy
60- Young goat
61- S. W. State of
United State* (abbr.)
62- Graasy meadow
64- PronouR
65- Very

(Solution to previous puzzle)
last Wednesday. Monopoly monop0-4
lized part of the afternoon. Mrs
Farris collected rent, fines, stocks
houses, hotels and what-have-yOu
from the other players. The ie-,
mainder of the afternoon was spent
socially and in sewing.

TENANT'S HARBOR
Mrs. Minnie Benson who has been 1
confined to her bed for several weeks, j,
ls receiving medical care from Dr. j
H. J. Weisman of Rocklam},

O
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CT A D theatre
O I / \l\ Waldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, MARCH 10

“Steamboat Round
the Bend”
WILL ROGERS, ANNA SHIRLEY

WALDOBORO
Carroll T. Cooney of Brooklyn, N.
Y. has been passing a few days at
the Sampson homestead.
Mtss Marica 'Blaney was hostess
Monday night to the Bridge Club.
Mrs. Henry P. Mason has been In
Nobleboro.
Mrs. John H. Miller and Mrs. Ella
1 Marshall are on a trip in Florida.

THURSDAY, MARCH 12

Russell Hilton was the winner of
the
ship model donated to assist In
“Thunder Mountain”
J the fund for the High School audlGEORGE O'BRIEN and
BARBARA ERITCHIE ' tortum curtain.
I Mrs. Georgia Le Baron of MlddleSATURDAY. MARCH 14
I toro, Mass., ls visiting her uncle
‘Charl'e Chan in Shanghai’ Avery Welt.
George Huston of Bristol and
WARNER OI.AND
and IRENE HERVEY’
Alfred Chaput of Nobleboro were '
recent visitors In town.
Matinee Saturday at 2.S0
The ladles of the Baptist Church
News and Comedy Each Show
Special: $10 given away each Sat 1 held a cake and candy sale Friday
urday Night in three prii.-a of
afternoon ln the Crowell store, $9
$5, $3 and S2. Be on hand!
being thereby added to the treasury
29-30
Miss Ada Killeran of Portland, who
has been
caring
for Carroll
ROCKFOR T
T. Cooney, Jr. during his serious
Illness, ls guest of her parents ln
J. J. Dunbar of West Rockport has Thomaston.
nnnounced that he will be a candi
The Senior and Junior High
date fcr second se lec: man at the
School closed Friday for the Spring
town meeting, March 16.
recess.
Harbor Light Chapter, OE.S.. has
A telephone has been installed ln
received an invitation from Orace
the
home of John E. Redman.
Chapter, Thomaston, to be its guest
Mrs Alfred Little of Bristol is here ,
March 25. Supper at 6 30
Mrs. Orra Burns is ln Camden car called by the Illness of her sister,
ing for Mrs J. H Moody and infant Mrs Rena Wiley.
son.
J H Miller and Ralph Morse have
Mrs Effl? L Salisbury and Mrs. E been visitors ln Boston and South
A Champney were callers Sunday on Berwick.
Mrs Alice Andrews who Is 111 at the
Mrs. Earl Miller was a caller Sun
heme of her daughter, Mrs. Prank day on her uncle and aunt, Mr. and
B. Rokes in Rockland.
Mrs. Henry V. Starrett of Warren.
Mrs. Frank J. McDonnell and B P
The play, “Aunt Jerushy on the •
V.’ooster were ln Bangor Sunday to
War
Path" to have been given by 1
visit Mr. McDonnell at the Eastern
Progressive Grange In the Star
Maine Oeneral Hospital.
The Baptist Ladles' Circle will meet Theatr? Wednesday night, has been
Wednesday with Mrs W. E. Whitnev Indefinitely postponed.

for an all-day session.
Capt. Charles Wooster is confined
to the bed as a result of a fall at hls
home lat* Friday night, which caused
severe Injuries to his hip.
Hollis Wooster of Rochester. N. H .
was in town Sunday to Join Mrs
Wooster who is visiting for a few
weeks at the home of Capt. and Mrs.
Charles Wooster.
The Johnson Society meeting at th?
Methodist vestry Wednesday will be
preceded by a picnic supper.
Indications are that Rockport's
town meeting next Monday will be a
quiet affair, as of the 82 articles in
the warrant, few are other than of 3
routine nature.
Miss Edith Anthony of Port Clyde
was weekend gue« at the home of
Mr. and Mrs Roland F. Crockett.
• • • •
Charlrs A. Larson

Punrral services for Charles A. Lar
son were held Sunday from the home
on Main street. Rev. Forrest F Fowle
of the Methodist Church offleiating
Interment was ln Amesbury Hill
cemetery. The large attendance at
the services and the many beautiful
floral tributes testified to the high
esteem in which the deceased was
held by all who knew him.
He is survived by a son Albert of
this place; two daughters. Mrs Louise
Critcillins of Lakeland. Fla . and Miss
Della Larson of this town. The bear
ers were Winslow F. Dillingham. C.
E Rhodes. Sr.. J. Carleton Davis and
James Miller.

Caution to pedestrians:
the left side of the road I

Walk on

March Special!
LIGHT BLUE
TWEED-WEAVE
PRINTED STATIONERY

Postage 10c Extra

200 SINGLE SHEETS

or
100 MONARCH SHEETS
7x1014 Inches

100 ENVELOPES
• Printed with your Name and
Address on Sheets and Enve
lopes in Blue or Black Ink.

March Only
• Remember you can get this sta
tionery only during March, Buy
plenty.
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Modem Life is a strain on DIGESTION
Smoking Camels

Helps to Ward Off Indigestion
Caused by the Breathless

Pace of Modern Living

Faster — faster — faster goes the modern
rush. People are "always on the go.” No
wonder indigestion visits so many from
time to time. People can’t seem to pause
for proper eating. But here's one simple
step every one can take! Smoke Camels for
thc sake of the positive beneficial effect

Camels have upon digestion. Camels stim
ulate and promote natural processes of
digestion. They restore a feeling of well
being. And above all, with their matchless
blend of costlier tobaccos, Camels bring a
supreme enjoyment of mildness and flavor
that you can know in no other way!

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!
Camels are made from

finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS — Turkish

OWLS HEAD

and Domestic - than any

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed enter
tained Saturday night ln honor of
Mrs. Edna Harvey's birthday anni
versary'. Cards and “Towel" furnished
amusement, with refreshments also
coming in for a share of .attention.
Mrs Harvey received a pyrex set as
gift. There was an attendance of 42.
tn the company being: Mr and Mrs
Meltlah Scammon. Orrin. Alice and
Elizabeth Scammon. Mrs. Inez Dyer,
Francis Dyer, Oscar Foster. Billy
Foster. Mary Foster, Ruth Foster.
Mrs. Augustus Hamar. Mildred I
I Chilles. Mary Helen Ames, Geraldine
VINALHAVEN
Hamar Mr. and Mrs. Gerald MargeRobertson. Phil Dyer Jr. Greenleaf,
A temperance program was held at navid Duncan, Fred Snowman.
son, Mrs. Edna Harvey, Rosalie Har
vey. Bervll Borgeson. Carla Smith, Vinalhaven High School Friday Games were played and lunch served
Helen Barter. Roland Smith. Roger morning with patriotic songs by the which Included a large decorated
Smith, Junior Reed, Robert St. Clair, School and readings by Ruth Hill, birthday cake. Mrs. Ames was asHelen Ross. Mrs. Walter Ross. Mary Eleanor Calderwood and James Bar- sisted in serving by Corinne GreenBray, Maynard Bray. Maurice Har ton under the leadership of Carilyn icaf_ an(j Miriam Greenleaf. Irene revey, Annie Farrell, George Dyer, Dyer. Edith Roberts Was accora- ceived many nice gifts.
Wesley Laird, Mrs. Alton Raines. P*nlstMrs. Roy Nickerson and son Ivan.
The Fox Islands girls 4-H Club met ' were ln Rockland to attend funeral
Carl Reed, Jr., Barbara Achorn, Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Perry', Raymond recently at the home of Mrs. A. A. services of Ivan Cunningham, a
Winslow, Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Arey Peters for an evening devoted to fomer resident of this town and son
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kirk.
cutting out pattens. Refreshments of Capt, and Mrs. Job. CunnlngMr. and Mrs. Fremont Arey were were served. The meeting of March ham.
recent hosts to Michigan Club at 2 was at the home of the assistant
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn of
their home. A light lunch was ser leader, Miss Nellie Hall. Stitching on Eagle have been recent guest of Mrs.
ved to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ross, the sewing machine was a feature. Quinn's parents Mr. and Mrs. SigMr. and Mrs. Albert McPhail. Mrs. Candy was served. The next meet nard Beckman.
Belle Young. Miss Barbara Achorn, ing will be with the leader. Mrs. A.
George Ross, Mrs. Frank Ross, Oscar A. Peterson.
ISLESFORD
Foster, Mrs. Augustus Hamor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chilles en
Miss Margaret Dwelley spent th?
Mrs. Oeorge Sprague of Boston tertained Saturday as dinner guests
who has been spending a week with Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Fred weekend with her parents, Mr and
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Peter K. Coombs and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Mrs. J. R Dwelley.
George Hadlock of Ellsworth was
Reed, returned Sunday to Boston, C. Lane. Monopoly featured the
In town recently to attend town
accompanied by her sister, Mrs. Paul evenings entertainment.
Seavey of Rockland who will pass a
L. A. Coombs visited Friday In meeting.
Mrs. Inez Phlppen Is ill.
few days there.
Rockland.
Misses Marion Spurling and Bar
At the Town hall recently Miss
A real estate and tax payers meet
Mary Foster and Miss Alice Scam ing will be held at Town hall Wed bara Higgins passed the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Spurling.
mon entertained, dancing, cards and nesday at 7 p. m.
1 “Towel" supplying the diversions,
Miss Barbara Rice was unable to
Ladies of thc GA.R. assembled
j Those present were: Arthur 'Hall, Friday night supper being served bv resume hcr duties as teacher this
Samuel Peplcello, Arnold iMcConchle. Mae Laury, Kate Coombs and Deluah week on account of Illness. Mrs.
1 Maurice Harvey, Orrin Scammon, Drew. At the close of the meeting Lawrence Eral is substituting.
Several from Cranberry Isles and
Roger and Roaldn Smith, Helen i a community sing was enjoyed with
Roger and Ronald Smith, Helen Ola C. Ames at the piano. Helen Southwest Ha: bor attended town
Smith, Oscar Foster, Ruth Foster, Orcutt was in charge of the new meeting here.
Miss Eleanor Ham has had em
Billy Foster, Mary Foster, Francis songs and Minnie Smith directed the
ployment with Mrs. Charles Jarvis.
Dyer, Alice Scammon. Elizabeth old.
Mrs. Helen Tucker has been con
Scammon, Meltiah Francis Dow,
Mrs. Dewey Brown returned Fri
fined to her home with grippe.
Mary Cassidy, Belle Young, Mr. and day from Rockland.
Mrs. Jennie Jarvis has had employ
I Mrs. Sumner Archer, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Daggett of
I Walter Ross, Raymond Winslow. Mrs. Boston were in town the past week. ment at the home of Andrew Stan
' George Sprague and George Dyer.
Union Church Circle members will ley.
Hillis Brvant who has been ill at
The birthday anniversary of Harry meet Friday for an all day session,
|
• Smith was observed Wednesday In the vestry to work on quilts. A his home, ls somewhat Improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Olson left
■ night at the Smith home. Among I covered dish dinner will be served.
The Saturday nlghters met with j Sl,nday fcr thplr home ln Ro-kpor;.
those present to help ln Its celebra
Moss. Mr Olson has been trans
tion. were: Oscar Foster, Carl Reed, Mrs. Elsie Ames.
ferred
to the Gloucester Coast Guard
Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair, Marjorie
Eliza A., wife of Herbert Calder
Jackson, Wesley Laird, Barbara wood died Friday in Rockland. The Station.

Achorn, Roland and Roger Smith,
Elliot Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Nina
Perry, Carla Smith, Helen Barter,
Barbara Smith, Olive Barter, Gilbert
Smith, Fred Smith, Thomas Smith
and Murdoch Smith.

6x7 Inches

100 ENVELOPES

Page Five

remains were brought here Saturday
for services and burial.
L. W. Sanborn, returned Friday
from Rockland.
TJie boys basketball team played
Rockland Thursday night at Rock
land, and were defeated.
Irene, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. j
Laurance Ames recently celebrated
her 10th. birthday at her home by
entertaining Ruth Kittredge. Marion
Oakes, Lucille Bruce. Marjorie Smith j
Dottie Johnson, Jane Libby, Priscilla

Blue Tweed-Weave ls again on sale
at The Courier-Gazette office. This
is good news to those who use this
smooth writing paper. Stock up while
the sale Is on. It is oflered during
March only—$1.00 for a big box ot
100 double sheets 7x12 inches, or 200
single sheets 6x7 Inches, and enve VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND STB'T CO.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven,
lopes, printed with your name and
Stonln<ton, Isle au llaut, Swan’s
Island and Frenehboro
address.
Effective Oct. I, 1935

Sales of about 600 farms a month
are being financed In part by land
bank and commissioner loans. Only
during the last three months did the
normal proportion of borrowers us*
their loans for thc purchase of farms

Winter Service 1935-1936
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down
Read Up
A. M
P M
5.30 Lv. Swan'A Island.
Ar. 6.00
630 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven.
Ar. 330
t.13 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
«30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 130

-

129-W

Texas Is the thirty-eighth state to
be declared a modified accredited
area in Lhe fight against cattle tuber
culosis. This rating means that the
degree cf infection Is less than onehalf of cne percent. Texas has more
than seven million cattle, thc largest
number of any state.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILEWithout Calomel—And You'll Jump Oul of Bed ia

lhe Morning Rarin’ to Go
The liver should pour out two pound* of
liquid bile into your bowela daily. If thia bile
ia not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowela. Gas bloats up
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
whole Bystem is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
bowel movement doesn't get at the cause. It
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
freely and make you feel “up and up”. Harm
less. gentle, yet amazing In making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little I.iver Pills by
name,
refuaa anythin*
fto.

other popular brand

remained for several weeks with her'
SIMONTON
father, she finally returned home,
Ralph Simmons has opened a gre i Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby of leaving him in apparently good
The Simonton Farm Bureau will
eSTy atore tn c:nnection with hls lob Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey health. The news of his death came hold an all-day session Wednesday
’ Brown who are staying for a few as a heavy blow.
ster business.
at the home of Mrs Guy H. Annis.
Thc subject for the day will be.
Donald Miller who recently sus weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Libby, were
''Raising and Preserving Pood at
tained a broken arm while sliding, ln this community recently to attend
Home'., and the meeting will be hi
was taken tc Rcckland for treatment. town meeting.
charge of Mrs. Cecil Annis and Mrs.
Members of the Farm Bureau met
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Theodore Davis and
Maud Carver.
daughter and Mrs Bemis of Rockland Frida}' at the home of Susan Wotton
Cautl<>n t0 Ped«tri*ns: Walk on
have been visiting the termer's par for an all-day session, a square meal £7
for health being served at noon. In
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Davis.
'
\
'the left side of the road!
the company were Mrs. Hattie Lawry.
Capi. Fred Balano and son Jasper
Mrs. William Lewis, Carrie Macwere callers Wednesday in town.
Farland, Olive Noyes, Gertrude
Mrs. Vera Anderson has returned Oliver, Clara Prior. Mrs. Roscoe Sim
home after spending several days ln mons, Mrs. Daisy Simmons, Abbie
-by “Movie Spotlight"
Rockland, guest of her mother, Mrs. Stevens, Mrs. Albion Wotton, Susan
Bert Simmons.
Wotton, Mamie Wotton, Florence
The Willing Workers held their Hahn, Josie Lawry, Marjorie Win
latest meeting with Mrs. Jennie Hup chenpaw and guests, Eda Lawry and
Ruth
per.
,Chattcrtov\ ,
Marion Knapp.
Dr. Lawry cf Rockland is attending
$ ‘Cubsmbits staffs
Rev. A. A. Callaghan, district
Mrs. Damon Simmons who is ill.
urns a c/iitd
superintendent of the Augusta dis
Virgil Morse, Lloyd Breen and trict, held the fourth quarterly con
prodtyy, and cscRobert Low have returned from an ference last Tuesday night at thc
atsd a s&isatum
extended visit in Montvllle.
Methodist Church.
at t/it atpe. of Q
Mrs. Sylvia Wallace who has had
Virginia Condon and Verena Davis
udien she gasre a.
passed Saturday In Thcmaston with employment In Rockland, has re
i pituw rtcdal at
turned home.
Mrs. Albert Ccndon.
\ Carruait Halt,
Miss Eda Lawry was a 'Rockland
Mrs. Lucy Marshall, Mrs. Mary
NeAjj York.
Barton and Forrest Hupper were visitor Wednesday.
The annual meeting of thc FriendFriendship visitors Sunday.
' ship Village Improvement Society
Forrest L. Davis, Floyd Conant and
wa.s held Feb. 29 at the home of Dr.
Henry Benner motored recently to
ss
I W. II. Hahn. New officers are: John
Bcston and while in that State were
D. Mitchell, president; Ralph Win
also guests of Capt Clyson Coffin in
chenpaw. 'vice president; Florence
North Quincy.
P. Hahn, treasurer and secretary.
RIDDLE —
Capt. Charles Anderson and family
Those from here who attended the
and Harold Rcbinson have returned Installation of the Pythian orders in
ythjj’s a. city editorin the. mjorniny,
to Matinicus after spending the win Warren, were: Geneva Thompson.
ter here.
Daisy Simmons. Gertrude Oliver,
\\\
Charles Cushman who has been ill Florence Bums. Bertha. Jameson.
a middle-ayed fsroduuur
the past week, is able to be out again Annie Doc and Chamberlain Sim
in the afternoon,
Elroy Nash Is in Rockland for a mons.
few days' visit with his sister.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Jameson
and a decrepit bantcr
J
u
Rev. John Holman has been con who have been passing the winter ln
in the ee/tniny ?
Wendy Ba/tit
ducting services on Monhegan Island Florida, have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Whitney
Mr and Mrs Francis Ellis and chil
ahjoyskicks /answer w UT Srices /^ Thurttmt HaU. f he acted the ,
dren are spending a tfew days in and Miss Katherine Jameson of this
betUAUn / first rote in fAtlantic Adreedterc.'
Rockland as guests of Sidney Mon town who are in Thomaston this
szznts. /
second in Ttu Girl Friend and.
season, were here to attend town
roe and family.
// .the third on tht same eertnisui in.
Mrs. Sherman Benner and Mrs. Lil- meeting.
'
Jha Married Her B<m."
~
Mrs. Etta Thompson has returned
11am Davis who l.ave been caring for
Mrs. Mary Ervirf? at Martinsville, home after several weeks spent in
Portland with relatives and friends
have returned home.
Rev. and Mrs. Davis of Waldo
Calvin Simmons is slowly recover
ing from the effects of hls recent fall boro and Rev. A. A. Callaghan were
guests last Tuesday of Rev. and Mrs.
cn the ice.
RATES:
Several from here attended town William Lewis.
S.«Sl» ’2»
The Methodist Ladies Aid as
meeting in Tenant's Harbor.
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mrs. Lucy Marshall recently enter sembles tomorrow at the parsonage,
with Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Stevens as
tained at an afternoon tea.
AU «OOM| WITH |ATS
500 Room$
Miss Margaret Pratt of Tenant's hostesses. Dinner will be served at
*Mkly r«t«*
Harbor visited Wednesday at the noon, and unless other arrange
RADIO
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sim ments have been made, those attend
SERVIDOR
ing
are
asked
to
take
sweets.
mons.
TUB -.SHOWER
Sympathy is expressed for Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner, Mrs
William
Lewis
in
the
death
of
her
Clarence Davis, Mrs. Merrill Chad
MANGER
wick and Albert Watts attended father, Frank H. Beenovrt which oc
funeral services Thursday for Mrs. curred in Clarencevllle. Quebec,
« NORTH STATION
Mary Ervine at the Ridge Church in after a short illness of pneumonia.
•< $TEP-Ar.«,»»r TRAIN-ROOM*
Only a few months ago, Mrs. Lewis
Glenmere.
Ronald Carver who was confined to was called to Qubec by the serious
his home for nine weeks with whoop illness of her mother who died thc
latter part of thc summer. Having
ing cough, lias returned to school,

PORT CLYDE

FRIENDSHIP

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
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'I

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
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Every-Other-Day

by David Wotton and Russell Kelley
■W
I
"The Master of the Garden" was thr
I
j
anthem
sung
by
the
junior
choir.!
Advertisements in this column not to
! Mrs. David J. Kelley of Somerville.
8
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
Mass., Mrs. William McChonicie of Mrs. Richards, director, and Miss
'
*
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional
lines
five
cents
each
for
one
time
E.
(Continued
from
Page
One)
Selectmen
and
Overseers
—
S,
Franklin, Miss Jeannette Oaller of 1 Tuttle, pianist; and the vested choir
BEST dry hard wood under cover;
10 cents for three times. Six words
fitted. 69; Junks. 89: soft wood and
Kyler, B. L. Maloney and N H. make a line.
Bridgeton, Miss Isabelle McChonicie sang Whittier's hymn "Dear Lord and
slabs,
87; kindlings. T J. CARROLL,
Morris. 74. 72. 70. Morris withdrew Ycung.
R F D , Thomaston. Tel 283-21 Rock
of Augusta. Charles A. Leonard of Father," Norman. A Scripture read
before the final vote.
land
27-tf
Assessors—S. E. Hyler, N. F. Spear
Brooklyn. N. Y„ and John C. Mason ing from Paul's letter to the PhilipThe approximate total appropriaR w Davjs
The town books close March 12. All unpaid
ALL KINDS of stoves bought and sold.
of North Easton. Mass., who came pians prefaced the sermon-story "The
C. E. OROTTON. 138 Camden St. Tel
ticn, was $31,300. or $3000 less than
Treasurer—B. S. Geyer.
1214-M
30-32
to attend the funeral of Miss Ellen Bey Who Was Not Afraid.” These
taxes will appear as delinquent in the town re
last year.
School Committee—S. E. Hyler.
FINE modern cottage on Oeorges River
A. Leonard, have returned to their junior services are proving of great
NORWAY High School class pin found at Wallston. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
Tax Collector—W. B. Holder.
homes.
Mrs. Mason and young interest to young and old alike.
port, and Liens will be claimed on all property
bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hocking.
In Postoffice. Call Courler-Oazette.
HOPE
16-tf
28-30 Tel. 21-3.______
Constables
—
B.
S.
Geyer,
W.
B.
daughter. Joan, are remaining with
Eoard of Trade meets Wednesday
Holder,
and
A
V.
Orff.
GREEN cord wood. 86; dry cord wood.
on which the 1935 tax has not been paid.
LADY'S
small
wrist
witch
lost,
white
her mother. Mrs. John Hanley.
With Elmer E. True at the helm as
night in the Congregational vestry
gold with black ribbon. Reward If re 87; dry fluted wood and Junks. 88 50 per
cd In two cord lots 816 50. Tel 12-23,
Oliver Collamore returned yesterday Supper will be served at 6 30 by the moderator town meeting yesterday! Road Commissioners—N. H. Young. turned to The Courler-Oazette office
29-31 Washington. ROBERT L. ESANCY.
to Boston after passing the weekend Federated Circle, and Lcuis A. Walk was a harmonious affair. These town J A H. Young and Samuel Olson.
Liberty. Me
28*30
MAURICE E. LINDSEY,
Fire Warden—A. V. Orff
with his mother here.
cfflcers were chosen:
er will be the speaker.
PAIR of horses for sale, weight 3100
Health Officer—S. E. Hyler.
4
___ ___________
4 lbs. Reasonable price. C. F PRESCOTT.
Next Sunday will be Decision Sun
Town Clerk—Ellen Ludwig.
Collector of Taxes.
The monthly meeting of the Par
These appropriations were made: 4
4 29 Prescott 84., City. Tel. 489-W. 28*30
day at the Baptist Sunday school.
Selectmen—Maynard Bowley. Harry
ent-Teacher Asscoiation will be
I
ila
Schools.
$2000;
roads
and
bridges.|
4
27-30
The World Wide Guild will meet
i^4>**************$i Thomaston, Me Tel.
1, C. A VOSE.
Thursday night, the program to be Pushaw, Nathan Pease.
Thomaston Me
$1200;
support
of
poor,
$700;
snow
re

30*32
j Wednesday at 7 o'clocok and the
School Committee—Clifton Robbins. |
NAMES wanted of men under 26 will
given in the next issue.
moval. $600; town officers and inci ing to work for $75 month while train
GREEN fitted wood. $7; Junka, $7; and
In the state of Washington 81 per- the resulting silage proved to be Ladles' Circle will serve supper at 6
Sexton
—
Howard
Coose.
to become aviators.
One years 4
■round wood. 86. LOFMAN BROS
At the meeting of Grace Chapter
dentals, $900; repairs on school build ing
tent cf cull apples were cut into the palatable.
Milk production was
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith
training given by U. 8 Air Corp Costa Tel 257-3.
25*30
Road Commissioners—Edward LudO.E.S..
Wednesday
at
7.30,
officers
are
absolutely nothing. INTERNATIONAL
ings,
$100;
State
aid
patrol.
$500;
silo with 20 percent of alfalfa, and maintained.
have returned from a visit with their ____ „....
AIRWAY'BUREAU, Box 1937. Milwaukee.
ciaer pre#w for Bale. complete
wig.
Frank
Grassow,
Harver
Hart.
requested to wear white. There wll.
third class road maintenance, $163; Wls.
29-31 with motor and shafting. O. W. MAY
j scr. at Tufts College.
Tax Collector and Treasurer Roy
HEW, Camden.
26*37
cutting bushes. $100; State aid high
U.
8.
CTVIL
service
exam.
Expected
Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson and Miss be late refreshments.
Hobbs.
soon for Postoffice clerks and carriers
way.
$600;
snow
fence,
$100;
mothers'
Mis.
May
McEvoy
of
Lowell,
Mass.,
| Lucy Slllery are being entertained by
at Rockland Postoffice. Salary $1700 first
Constables—Arthur Hart and Roy
aia, $216; 50-50 road. $50; snow plow, year regular Men 18 to 45 Experience
, Woodrow Wilson for a few days on is in town to attend* the funeral of , Hobbs.
unnecessary Write for free booklet and
sample coaching FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
! S.S. Californian.
her brother. Bertram H. Copeland.
The
ApproprlatjOns - Schools, $95; school nurse, $20.
RED LABEL
I
BROWN LABEL
The selectmen were Instructed to 746 Little. Bldg.. Boston. Mass 30*32
Housekeepers at the Baptist Church
Baptist Mission Circle meets this |27OO: care of school building. $250;
AVAILABLE AT ONCE.
Rawlelgh
America's finest quality | High quality, lew price fbmorrow will be. Mrs. Edna Smith. j afternoon with Mrs. Clara T Sawyer support of poor. $500; road patrol, use the State aid money for tarring Route
of 800 famine*. Only reliable
reads.
men
need
apply.
Can
earn
$25
or more
{ Mrs. Edith Clark, Mrs. Mabel Achorn
Battery F. 240th C. A. National $300; cutting bushes, $300; common
No cash required. Write today.
Permission was given the Central weekly
| and Mrs. Eva Vose.
RAWLEIOH'S. DEBT MBC-73-Z. Albanv.
Guard, is making plans for its fifth roads and bridges, $2000; town ex
30*32
"This Is My Father's Worid" was annual Army Day military ball to p< uses $400; third class road mainten-1 Maine Power Co. to extend Its line to N. Y.
MAN OR WOMAN wanted to supply
■ sung as a responsive hymn in the take plate April 6. The committee atice. $436; town officers. $600; stree. Pleasant Point, via the Stone's Point customers
with famous Watkins
is ProJunior congregation service Sunday consists of Capt. Slader. chairman; lights, $150; purchase of snow fence road.
ducts In Rockland and nearby rural
locality
No Investment.
Business
morning in the Federated Church, 1st Lieut. Hooffses, entertainment; $2C0; special resolve, road malnten-1
established, earnings average 825 week
APPLETON
ly. pay starts Immediately. Write J R
the readers being Jean Crle. Ruth Lieut. Newbert. advertising; Lieut. pnee. $75; pine blister control. $50;
WATKINS CO. 231-51 Johnson AVe .
Miller. Marjcrle Cushing. James Gill- Manning, floor chairman; Lieut. War upkeep Morey cemetery, $25; State
Newark. N J.
30*lt
The contention that it was illegal
.
....
chrest. Edwin Leach and Joseph Rich ren Feyler, finance.
„
,
MAN AND WIFE to run local coffee
a‘d road. $1066; town debt. $500.
for selectmen to £Ct as tellers led to | agency Earning up to 8300 in a month. I
ards. The offering plates were passed
BARRED-ROCK and R I. Red Chlcka
• • • •
It was voted to move the North
207
everything needed. Ford Sedan from sturdy, vigorous stock. Bred to lay
an adjournment cf the annual town send
kucii
if you qualify. Detail* free large numbers of large eggs. Every
Hope
schoolhouse
to
the
top
of
Craw

Alden II. Matthews
meeting until Wednesday at 10 a. m. ALBERT MILLS 95 Monmouth. Cln- breeder.
State accredited pullorum
ford hill; voted to use third class road
30*lt clean
Write for open dates. POSTER
Before adjournment these officers | clnnatl Ohio.
The death of Alden Matthews, 80.
D
JAMESON.
Waldoboro. Me
27-tf
money at head of lhe lake.
BOAT wanted about 25 ft
long.
a former citizen of this town, occur
were elected; A. E Standish, modera square stern, without motor, State
FOR SALE S C R I Red Chlcka. Thay
and condition JACK S. CARLSBN are state tested for pullorum disease and
red Saturday in Lowell, Mass. De
tor; selectmen H. C. Edgecomb. A. price
Vinaihaven Me.
30*32 accredited They are bred for egg pro
( I SUING
ceased was the son of Isaac and Eliza
O P.tman. and L J. Johnson; town
duction Roosters mature early and
make fine broilers. M M KINNEY.
Matthews. He is survived by hLs
B L Malcaey, moderator, pre dc:l i clerk. B J. Ness; ichoo! committee f_r «t
, Thomaston. Me. St. Oeorges Rd . Box
wife. Mrs. Ella Matthews; a brother. ever a quiet town meeting yesterday, three y<ars. W. B Arrington. Ther”
, 49 Ttl 56-14 Tenant's Harbor. 13*24-30
Oliver B of this place; and a sister. when these officers were elected., was a contest for first selectman. H.
- —• — |
DAY old Hall Croat pullets and R. I.
'
' Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O
Mrs Alice Isaac of Cambridge. Mass practically with no opposition;
'C. Edgecomb defeating Austin Towle
NELSON 310 Limerock St. Tel. 714-W
FURNISHED tenement to let. all |
27-4f
Funeral services will be held Wed
60 to 57.
Clerk—W. B. Holder.
modern, hot water heat, nice and warm. ‘-----------------rent
reasonable at FIXJYD SHAW S 47 I . POULTRY wanted I. POUST. 138
nesday at 2 o’clock from A. D. Davis
North Main St Tel 422-R
28-tf Limerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
& Sons chapel.
!
27-tf
JEFFERSON
PARTLY furnished four room apart
WEST
‘
WALDOBORO
• • • •
ment ELMER C DAVIS. 22 Fulton. St
—
■, c R- I Bed baby chicks. Maine
30-32 Pullorum clean Foundation stock from
Mrs Elizabeth Hunt who has been Mr. and Mrs John Handspiker
Bertram II. Copeland
— strain that Is famous ln the egg laying
UPSTAIRS
Iront
room
to
let.
large contests. Eggs Incubated and chlcka
Bertram Copeland. 56. died Satur- spending several weeks with Mr. anti recently entertained at a card party sunny end heated 25 OAK ST.
30*32 hatched separate compartments.
If
----------------past records Indicate
Mrs.
Harold
Rider
of
Waldoboro,
rein
observance
of
Bedford
Iagos
-----indicate anything as to
day at the home of his sister. Mrs
MOD83LN 4-room apartment to future
.
future performance,
performance, u.
we may wllrv
believe
turned home Sunday.
' birthday anniversary. Included in letALL
at 38 Beech street
BatTr garage that these chickens, when mature will
John E. McEvoy in Lowell. Mass..
very
reasonable
rent.
L.
A.
THURSTON,
ion | prove prolific layers of large egts. henco
the repast were two attractively- Tel 1159
Miss Jeanette Grindle is visiting (
28-30 profitable. Prices on request. E C.
! where, with Mrs. Copeland, he had
decked birthday cakes. Those pres
,.,,s
19-tf
FURNISHED.
second-floor
heated TEAGUE Tei. 13-42. Warren.
; been passing the winter. Mr. Cope relatives in Warren.
—means a saasan of cold windy
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Iago and apartment to let. 14 MASONIC ST
land at one time was selectman and
Mr. and Mrs. Aitcn Winchenbach
_________________________________ 28*30
MARCH 9 - 14
days and healthy appetites.
« a'Tlv daughter Doris. Mr. and Mrs. WenEIGHT room tenement with modern
i assessor of this, his native town, and and son James were ln MedOm“k dell Fraser. Mr. and Mrs Walter
conveniences at 11 Union 8t. Apply
Your Nation-Wide Grocer STEPS
later became engaged ln the truck Sunday on a visit.
LAWRENCE
MILTER 26 Rankin street.
Maddin. Mrs. Burke and sons,
AUNT JEMIMA
Tel 692-M
27-tf,
ing business. He was the son of
FORWARD to give you his host
'BOTH
Mrs. Charles Kaler passed Sunday pj.ancis an(j Warren. Mrs. Gertrude
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792.
PANCAKE FLOUR
Horation
B.
and
Frances
<
Haw

ATTENTION and has LINED UP hit
FOR
with Mrs Melvin Genthner at Gres;.; Peasely and
je^d. pred fib- ______________ __________________ 27-tf H
REDS Sired by pedigreed male*.
thorne • Copeland. Deceased was a
tenement ot 5 rooms to let.
NATION-WIDE
Heavy layer*, grow faat. feather
shelves with "hearty food" values.
f,eclcjbetts, Richard Choate. Edith Chote, atMODERN
44 Middle Street. L F. CHA8E. Tel i
well Pullorum Clean 30 years ex
past master of Orient Lodge of
1185-W.
27-tf
Mr. end Mrs. Alton Winchenbach I Edward and William Brann.
PANCAKE SYRUP
perience Oet our Catalogue. We
Masons.
ve free feed on orders three weeks
FOUR room furnished apart
rtment with I
er.crtalned at cards last Saturday., Lyfor(j Brown Is recovering from bath
i advance. We use Shenandoah
to
let.
V.
F.
8TUDLEY,
Tel.
1154Funeral services will be conducted
wood burning brooder stove*
night. Ice cream and cake
[ tanuenta.
333
27-tf
NATION-WIDE
ample heat for coldest weather
today at 2 o'clock in the Baptist served Thos? present were Mr. and'
I TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
cost less to run and take lew care
All
local
schools,
with
the
excepCOFFEE RED BAG
with ba*h. heater garage and garder
Church, Rev. H. S. Kilbom officiat Mrs. Sidney Creamer. Mr. and Mrs
LB
than coal brooders
Burn green
wood. Ask for Information and
of High School, arc on mld- Inquire 12 Knox St. Tel. 156-W 27-tf
ing. Servivors are his wife, and two Harlow Genthner. Mr. and Mrs jI tion j
prices.
house
of
six
rooms
for
rent,
recently
BROWN LABEL
vacation.
sisters. Mrs. McEvoy and Mrs. .. a. . Xtr.-.- as. snA Urt n»wev I winter Vacation.
I renovated, furnished or unfurn'shed. al
«/4 LB PKG
|C
Herbert Waitz. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey .
a
m
plen‘v of firewood 'or the
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
Leander Thorndike of this place.
SALADA TEA red label
w n-’- *iba-h Mrs Walter Kaler.
Horace Shrader has a position in cuttlng
reasonable tel rgckR F D. No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
w.n.n.noa-u.
Camden, N. J.
LAND 793-W. after 4 D. m.
12J«t»
• • • •
'i LB PKG
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach and Owen
CjC.C. boys are engaged in brownElizabeth M. Leavitt
Winslow.
tail and gypsy moth work ln this
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Creamer and
Mis. Elizabeth M Leavitt, 47, who
vicinity.
DAY OLD CHICKS for ule, also
was pastry cook at The Thorndike in family of Dutch Neck called Saturday
&r W bakinq
one week old and two week* old
Mr. Ware is ill at his home.
A
Rockland for 22 years, died Sunday. I tn Mr and Mrs. Frank David.
rlilrk*
all from Pure Bred Blood
p
«.«s^a**«**e.*s*****<»*||
Tne steering wheel on the Boyn- |
Texted. Heavy La>ing Breeding
HOT, BUTTERED BAKING POWDER BISCUITS—
Funeral services will be held today
Mr. and Mrs Dewey Winchenbach ton school bus broke Thursday near! LA DI 0—Reliable hair food* at Rock
Stork
Our Rhode Island Red
land Hair Store. 24 Elm fit. Mall orders
Chirks are the best money van
DELICIOUS CAKES . - - HOME MADE - - - A TREAT FOR
at 1:39 from A. D. Davis <t Sons ■ ar.d daughter Eleanor were callers
solicited.
H.
C
RHODES
Tel.
519-J
the residence of Walter Madden,
buy and tome from the largest
27-tf
JADED APPETITES - - - SO SUCCESSFUL WHEN YOU USE
zfV
chapel. Rev. H S. Kilborn officiating. i Sunday at Gross Neck.
Red Farm In the East, rontalning
causing the machine to plow Into a
40.000 Breeders. We sell all breeds
Two brothers survive Mrs. Leavitt,
and colors at greatly reduced
Mrs. Angelica Creamer. 84. died snowbank. None of the occupants
UNION
prices. Day olds 10c ea, week
Everett N. Flanders of Bradley and Sunday.
old lie ea., two weeks old 18c ea.
was
Injured.
POUND
SALE PRICE FULL
rutCAN
w,w17c
John F. Flanders of Cushing.
Parcel Post Prepaid to any ad
(REGULAR PRICE 19c)
The Republican caucus wlll be'
Miss Frances Achorn o! Waldoboro
dress in Maine, see our inicks
• • • •
In
our Electric Battery Brooders
called on friends here recently.
NORTH WALDOBORO held Thursday at 8 o’clock in the |
3.000 to select from. Improve your
Ellen A. Leonard
flocks and save money besides.
town hall. Town meeting takes place
Full line ol Poultry Equipment at
For Drinking, Cooking end Frosting
Maude Mank and Emma Walsh March 16.
WELL CURED
A requiem high mass was cele
15% discount during Jan. mid
CUSHING
NATION-WIDE
Feb. CaJL write or phone tor
made from whole
were
Rockland
visitors
Saturday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Rich
visited
i
brated at St. Bernard's Church,
LB
Catalogue
STOVER'S, Rockland
MILK
Pure
Dudley Rockwell of Hartford, was
Schools tn town have closed for a | Friday at the home of the former's
86 Park St. Phone 1200.
14-tf
Rockland on Saturday for Miss Ellen
a visitor In town Sunday and with short vacation,
father in Searsport.
A.
Leonard
who
died
Wednesday
at
NATION-WIDE
Lida Overlock who has had em
Seven Tree Grange will work the
the home of her sister, Mrs. John Albert Elliot and family of Thomas
PRICE
2 LB CAN 1 7 C
MACARONI SPAGHETTI
PXGS
Hanley ln this town. Rev. Fr. ton went to their cottages at Bird ployment ln Damariscotta the past third and fourth degree on eight anniversary. Bidden guests included,
few months, returned home Thurs- candidates Wednesday night. The Miss Pauline Young, Miss Alice Far
Point.
Hennessey officiated.
SPLENDID ERAND—FANCY
Mrs. Fred Killeran is recovering day.
' degrees will be confered on Miss ris. Miss Wome*a Cummings. Miss
Ellen Leonard was bom at Owls
Mr.
Babb
of
the
Department
of
] Muriel Hannon. Miss Eleanor Glea- Eleanor Simmons. MLss Marjorie Da
from
a
fall
from
a
chair,
which
in

Head,
the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mra.
RICE BLUE ROSE VARIETY
1PKGSZ
Martin Leonard. She was graduated jured her arm quite badly. Her Agriculture visited Maple Grange son, Miss Muriel Butler, Chester vis Mbs Susan Abbott. Miss Isabelle
from Rockland High School and parents, Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Ma Thursday night and gave a lecture Butler, Willard Howard. Robert Abbott Miss Betty Rich. Donald Mc
STRONGHEART
Oorham Normal School and later at loney. arc visiting her for a few with illustrated pictures on “A Day Heald. Rudolph IHesselgren and Edwards Jr., Jamc3 McEdwards,
COMBINA
TICN
SALE
DOG FOOD
.
.
CANS
with our Common Birds" an inter Donald McEdwards Jr.
tended Boston University and Portia weeks.
Henry Simmons. Willard Howard,
a
)both
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of esting study. After the program reMr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Leonard
Law
School
in
Boston.
As
a
loved
Rudolph Hesselgren, Roger Farris and
2 LB BOX! FoR
and efficient teacher she taught in , Medomak were recent visitors among freshments were served. The first entertained at dinner-bridge Satur- Bobby Heald.
LGE
SM
THREE CROW
OVALTINE
part of the program Thursday will day night. Honors were won by Miss
the public schools of Northampton j relatives in town.
A dairy meeting will be held in the
TIN
C - TIN
pxg
and Maynard. Mass., and for many
W. L. McNamara and H. L. Kil- be the Installation of the officers of Edith Hawes. Mrs. Zena Nelson, IOOP. hall Thursday at 1 o'clock
years in the Abraham Lincoln Junior ' leran were Rockland and Warren the Juvenile Grange followed by a Clarence Williams and Leroy Miller. ln charge of Mr. Talbot of the U. of M.
28 OZ
St. Patricks Day program of Irish Other guests included Mr. and Mrs.
High School in Revere. Mass.
visitors Saturday.
An invitation is extended to all in
FRIEND’S BEANS 3 KINDS
TINS
Eli Maloney was guest of relatives songs, jokes and stories, also Murphy Clinton Creamer. Mrs. Clarence terested in church work to be present
Of a genial disposition and always
races and a short play. Nobleboro Williams, Charles Smith, Mrs. Henrv next Tuesday at the Mite Box open
thoughtful of those about her. Miss ln Thomaston recently.
SPLENDID
Schools In town closed Fiiday for Grang? is Invited and other visitors Ames and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ing, Methodist Church. Mrs. Eliza
Leonard was loved by all who were
14 OZ 4 ■»
CATSUP
....
BOT
arc welcome. Light refreshments Hawes.
BAKER’S
fortunate enough to know her. The a two weeks vacation.
beth Calderwood is in charge of this
PREMIUM COOKING
F. I. Geyer has completed his work will be served.
devotion of thc faculty ard pupils
Miss Edith Hawes returned Friday annual event, which will Include a
NATION-WIDE
after spending two weeks visiting program and light refreshments.
of the Abraham Lincoln School was of cutting logs on the Johnson lot
Mrs. Peck—She's very pretty, but friends and relatives In Massachu
manifested with many kindnesses for Mr. Bradford of Thorndike.
The supper served Wednesday night
COD FISH CAKES
.
CANS
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal of War she never says a word. I can’t un setts and Rhode Island.
that were bestowed upon her con
at the Methodist Church, under the
V4 LB CAKES
ren were at their cottage Saturday. derstand why all the men are in love
stantly during her illness.
Miss Ida Hughes was home from direction of the finance committee
EAT MORE
Daniel Young was a visitor Satur with her.
CHEAPEST
Besides Mrs. Hanley, she is sur
Rockland over the weekend.
was a decided success, with about 90
BREAD
Mr. Peck—I can. —Windsor Star
FOOD YOU
vived by another sister. Mrs. John T. day in Rockland and Thomaston.
Star Circle wlll serve a public din present. Group ringing of favorite
CAN BUY
ner Thursday.
fongs preceded a talk on church
Whalen of Rockland; three brothers,
Martin and William Leonard of [
Jeannette Stephenson, daughter finances given by the pastor, Rev.
Owls Head, James of Providence; a!
of Dr. and Mrs M C. Stephenson en Mr. Chapman.
Mrs. H. L. Rcbbins with Mr. and
niece. Mrs. John C. Mason ;and a '
tertained Wednesday afternoon In
grandniece, Joan Hanley Mason of
honor of her 11th birthday anniver Mrs. A. T Norwood of Warren, were
SIX DELICIOUS FLAVOM
North Easton. Mass.
sary. Present were: Barbara Creigh dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
The bearers were Charles Me- j
ton. Betty McKinley. Ruth McKinley. Mrs. Ernest Hastings, South Hope
PKGS
An invitation has been received by
Virginia Pinkham, Nathalie Fossett
Donald. John Welch. James Derby1
Orient Chapter O.ES. to attend a
and Eleanor Thomas.
and William Leonard of Rockland.
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs. R meeting Monday of Forget-Me-Not
Sunshine
Mary, aged seven, was late home'
M. McKinley were Mr. and Mrs. Chapter, South Thcmaston, with sup
Socony BURNING oil will make your kitchen
per to be served at 6.15.
Harold Graves of Presque Isle.
frem school. Moreover, keen d-sap-!
range easier to cook on. It gives you a hot
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Leonard and
Mrs. Myrtie Judkins of Union, N.
peintment was written plainly on her
ter flame. And it burns evenly—without
J., and Mrs. Della Morton of Rock Dr. and Mrs. M. C. Stephenson at
face.
smoke or smudge. For prompt delivery...
“Why, darling" exclaimed her j
land ard visiting Dr. and Mrs. M. C. tended the Masonic Assembly Thurs
WTMSOVOJ
lb.
day night at Camden.
Stephenson for a few days.
anxious
mother,
"what
kept
you
so
i
>.DC-O»HW pkg. |OC
fULL FLAVOR-FULL VALUE
Prizes at the public card party
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fowles of
late?"
“Mummy, a herse got rick and fell j
South Windham were overnight Saturday night were won by Mrs. H.
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs J. C L. Robbins, Herbert Hawes and Mrs.
down on the street, and they went
"GOOD TO THE LAST DROP"
A COOKIE SANDWICH hilt, FIG JAM FILLING
Walter Ayer.
Creighton.
off for the hcrse-doctcr, and I wait- j
TUNE IN! Maxwell House Show Boat, Every Thursday Night
Mrs. Ann French is at the home of
cd to have a look at him.”
"And is yer daughter 'appily mar
Miss Laura Robbins, Portland for a
"And did he ceme, dear " queried 1
ried. Mrs. Xggins?”
visit.
mother.
"Very 'appily, dearie. 'Er 'usband's
Friends of Billy Rich met Saturday
f'Y-s,” rpp'.ied Mary, disappoint
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL COMPANY, INC.
ft*.*?**.
—-O'*•
reared
stiff of ’er."—Sheffield (Eng
night
at
his
home
to
enjoy
a
Jolly
edly, "and he was only a man."—Ex
birthday party, marking Billy's 14th land) Weekly Telegraph.
change.
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In Everybody’s Column

FOR SALE

NOTICE!

TAX PAYERS OF THOMASTON

WANTED

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES

f

: EGGS AND CHICKSJ

"SALADA"
TEA

TO LET

TO YOUR NATION-WIDE STORE

27c

K

21
J
49c

MISCELLANEOUS

WHAT A TREAT

NATION-WIDE BAKING POWDER

ri I r c r r
Lnttb t

23.

COCOA

15c

2

3

25c

23c

3

59c

31

e | TI lvORy
WML
PEPPER

j15c

3 oz

29c
1 9<

25.

CHOCOLATE

29c

2

JELL-O

3

17<

“SOCONY BURNING OIL
GIVES MORE HEAT...Keeps Kitchens Clean!”

DOT
OYSTER
CRACKERS

iQr

Maxwell House Coffee

NA$<WWJDE

SERVICE

FIG TARTS »>2V

GROCERS

GALL 115

SOCONY BURNING OIL

Page Seven

Every-Other-Day

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

OClETY

Bentley

In addition to personal notea regard- I Chapin Class meets tonight at the
Ing departutra and arrlvala. tbla depart
ment especially desire. Information of home of Dr. and Mrs. John Smith
aoclal happenings partlea, mualcala, etc.
Notea aent by mall or telephone will be Lowe. The husbands are Invited as
gladly received.
special guests. Members are asked 1
TELEPHONE_______________ 116 ot 7S4

to note change in meeting place.

Baraca Class will hold Its annual
Mrs. Maynard Spear who has been
meeting Wednesday at the Metho
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital
dist vestry. Mrs. Lena deRochehas returned to her home ln
mont will be in charge of refresh
Thomaston.
ments.

Mrs. J. 8. Jenkins was hostess to
Mrs Daniel Chick will conduct
\ Corner Club for cards Friday after
the lesson at the meeting of the I
noon.
Rockland Society for the Hard of I
_____
Hearing Thursday at 2:30.
! AI5ert a Pierson is ln New Yoric
1 on business.
Browne Club met Friday night at I
_____
the home of Mrs. Marjorie Glldden,
Mrs. J. N. Southard was hostess to
with Miss Anna Webster as assisting Breakfast Bridge Club Monday, with
hostess.
Sixteen members were | breakfast at 11.30.
present. The next meeting will be I
-------March 19, at the Corner Building.
! Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell of
_____
1 Portland were weekend guests of Mr.
Rubinstein Club meets Friday in Ramsdell's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
the LJnlversalist Vestry, with Mrs. ' C. Ramsdell, Beech street,
Alice Karl in charge of a program on 1
------“Music of Modern America.”
1 Mrs
Hutchinson and son
_____
Richard have returned from a visit
Mrs. Elise Allen Comer returned wUh Mrs Hutchinson's parents, Mr.
yesterday from New York where she and Mrs ^^us Hennlgar. ln Vinalhas been spending a few days with haven.

her husband, Jarl Corner, who is in
the city for the winter. Thursday
night Mrs. Comer danced in a pro
gram given by the Finnish Educa
tional Club.

Alphabet Class will meet for study
in their re-decorated classroom at
the Congregational vestry Wednes
day at 4. All former members in
vited.

The Woman’s Missionary Society
of the First Baptist church will meet
Wednesday at the parlors for an all ■
day session beginning at 10:30.
Noonday luncheon will be served.

The social committee of General
Knox Chapter, DAR (Thomaston)
is Bivins a fa:d party Thursday at
7 30 at Knox Hotel, 'or thc benefl*
of Montpelier. There will be tables
for ai.'iion and contract, and also
for anagrams, cribbage. etc. Reserva
tions may be arranged with Mrs.
Eliza W. Walker, chairman. Mrs.
Mary W. Overlook, Mrs. Lilia B.
Elliot. Mrs. Ruth R. Brackett, Mrs.
Cora Currier, or Mrs. Hazel M.
Anzalone, regent.

FOR

TRAINS

School

BUSINESS

A

CAREER

.aslargest professional school of its kind
in the United States.

a.Devoted exclusively to training men for
business through specialization in account
ing and finance. '

* a.Time required, two years.

Send for cat

1

alog. ,

a.Investigate thoroughly; seek impartial
advice; choose wisely the school where vou
are to secure your training.

The BENTLEY SCHOOL of ACCOUNTING * FINANCE
921 Boylston Street,

Boston, Massachusetts

U. C. BENTLEY, C.P. A., MUBMZ7VT

TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS
to

A summer flower as easy
grow as a geranium.

Crisp Ruffled Edge: White,
Pink and Yellow

Double Frilled: Pink.
White. Salmon. Orange and

Scarlet
Large Double ('amelia and
other types: Salmon, Rose.
Pink,
Orange.
Scarlet
Crimson,
Ptach,
Apple
Blossom
and
American

been guest of Mr. gnd Mrs. Frank H.
! Wilbur, Sea street.
Capt. Creighton A. Haughn of
j Fairhaven, Mass., recently passed a
few’ days in town.
Mrs. C. Wilkes iBabb entertains
j the C.CR. Club Thursday at her
j home on Elm street.
Malden Cliff Rebekah lodge meets
Wednesday night.
Parent-Teacher Association as
sembles tonight at the Congregation
al parish house.
Mrs. Ruie Gross will be the hostess
next Tuesday to the Frlends-In
Council.
Mrs. William P. Kelley entertains
the ladies of the Congregational
Society Wednesday afternoon at her
home on Harbor Hill.
Miss Virginia Jamieson, a student
at Oak Grove Seminary at Vassalboro, spent the weekend with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Jamieson. She was accompanied by
her friend. Miss Mary Igleheart of
Boonton, N. J.
Kendall Green of the Massachu
setts College of Optometry and
Kenneth Holt of Brookline, Mass.,
were weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs
J. G. Hutchins. Elm street.
Charles Lowe of thc U. of (M.,
recently visited his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Lowe.
Mrs. Helen Singleton and daughter
Jean of Brooklyn, are In tow’n for a
few days.
A family dinner party at Wads
worth Inn was enjoyed Sunday
night by Mr. and Mrs. Mark Wads
worth, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wads
worth, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dough
erty. Mr. and (Mrs. Kenneth Wads
worth, Emerson Wadsworth, Miss
Helen Dougherty, Miss Ruth Man
ning, Walter John Wadsworth. Mr.
and ‘Mrs. John Wadsworth and Miss
Irma Wadsworth.

Beauty.
Chickawaukh Chapter, Delphian
$2.50 doz; $1.25 half doz.
Society, met Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Ella S. Bird who was also
The MLrs;onary Society of lhe Con
Cultural directions
furnished. Order at once.
leader. The study of music ap
gregational Church will meet Wed
preciation having been completed,
nesday at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Carl
consideration of Poetry was begun at
Sncw on Talbot avenue.
HOWARD R. RICH, Atlantic, Maine
this meeting, the subject for thc
afternoon beihg Lyric Poetry. As
A recent offering of $100 000.000 of
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, '
signed topics were The Characteris
3 percent land bank farm loan bonds
Mus Eleanor Bird’ is confined to was oversubscribed at once. More
tics of the Lyric. The Song, The Mr. and Mrs A. B. Allen. Mrs. Mabie f Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith and
Thorndike,
and
Mrs.
Hattie
Davies,
'daughter
Nathalie
have
returned
to
her
home cn Broadway by grippe (han a thw of
amount
b.
Simple Lyric. The Receptive Lyric,
Portland
after
a
few
days'
visit
with
Mrs.
Phvlks
Leach
is
substituting
for
avallab]e
fcr
new
who have been at West Palm Beach.
The Elegy, The Ode, The Sonnet.
her in the sub-primary. Tyler school ‘
Fla., are now at St. Petersburg where Mr. and Mrs Austin W Smith.
There will be a social at the First they will remain until taking up the
Mrs Ralph Wyliie cf Warren spent
SUNSET
Baptist parlors Thursday at 7:30 fpr homeward tiek.
lari week with her daughter Mrs
Mrs Myra Powers has returned to
churrh people. Browne Club will be
dren’s colds,
co
Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Flynn who Phi'll* Lesch.
her home after rpendlng the past few I In treating children
in charge, with Mrs. Alice Karl pro
don’t take
m:nths with her daughter Mrs. Harry
gram chairman, and Mrs. Olive Wil have been with Mr. and Mrs. John G.
Miss Mary Hanley who has been at
chances.. use
son, Miss Mabel Stover, Mrs. Helen Snow for several weeks are In Bucks the home of Mrs. Archie Brown while Austin. Stonington.
VapoRub
Mrs Abbie Ocre and three chil-1 PROVED BY 2,GENf RATIONS
to remain
Perry and Mrs. Helen Knowlton the port with other relatives,
,
„ .. , .
, convalescing from illness has rethere until returning to their home
t<> her home
dien of Eagle are visiting Mrs Electa
refreshment committee.
in Machias.
Wood.
Mrs Ruth Perez was recent gues’
------Women's Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Robert M. Lea of Boston arrives
WED.-THURS.
today to spend a few days with his I Mr and Mrs Ensign otls returned church will meet Thursday at 630 at the home of Mrs. Leslie Ott in
‘
yesterday
from
a
short
stay
in
New
|
the
Undercrcft
Stonington.
daughter, Mrs. Stafford Congdon.
Nobly she gave up Ihe mon
York.

__

«

Mothers!
VICKS
w

ETERNAL AUTUMN
(Por The Courler-Gaaette)
Standing at twilight
Under the «ky.
Hurrying people
All passing by.
Leaving me only
In the grey light.
Desolate, lonely—
Out of all eight.
Feelings Immortal.
Lost ln the night

Mrs. Philip Thomas was hostess to
Thimble Club last night.

Thc men will have charge of the
circle at the Universalist vestry
' Wednesday at 6. with E. R. Veazie
' Mr. and Mrs. Stanley C. Boypas chairman.
ton gave a dinner Sunday nlgi|$
their guests being Mr. and Mrs. Staf
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts gave
ford Congdon, Miss Mary Leo of a farewell supper party Saturday for
Brunswick, and Edward Marks Of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Snow who will
Augusta.
make their home In Bath. Other
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
The Older Adult Social Group ®f Wyliie. Mr and Mrs. Ronald Messer,
the Congregational Church will ha»e Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
a covered dish supper-social Thurs Miss Maerise Blackington.
day at 7 at the vestry. Mr. and
Mrs John G. Snow and Mr. and Mrs.
Junior Harmony Club meets
Eugene Lamb will be in charge if I Thursday at 6:30 at the home of
supper and Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Mrs. Leola jJoyes, counsellor.
Keene and Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Joy .
-------Mrs. Flora Kelley Jamieson who
of the entertainment.
recently underwent an appendicitis
The Auxiliary to Anderson Camp, operation at Knox Hospital is gain
Is sponsoring a public Card party ing in an encouraging manner.
Wednesday at 2 at Grand Army hall.
Woman's Foreign Missionary’ SoMiss Eliza Patterson of Somerville, ciety of the Methodist Church will
Mass., was guest last week of her meet Thursday afternoon at the
sister. Mrs. Charles Schofield.
home of Mrs. Minnie Cross, with j
Mrs. Ivy Chatto in charge of the
John O. Snow has been confined program.
to his home on Summer street for
the past week with grippe.
Herbert Parsons of North Haven!
was a weekend visitor in the city.
Governor Howard A. Flynn of
Sailors Snug Harbor. Staten Island,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Spear, who J
N. Y„ has returned after a few days’ seven weeks ago turned their faces I
visit with Mr. and Mrs. John G. Southward, traveling by rail and ■
steamboat to Florida, returned home I
Snow.
Saturday afternoon in a new run-1
Miss Beatrix Flint Is having a about which "Chick” bought in
vacation from the Senter Crane Miami that they might make a more
store.
leisurely Journey on their way home
Two weeks were devoted to the
Sleeper Bible Class met yesterday northern migration in the course of
afternoon with Mrs. George Wooster., wh,ch they „ound excHlent road8

Mrs. John O. Stevens entertained
Cardinal Club Saturday afternoon,
with Mrs. Henry B. Bird as special
guest.

along the South Atlantic coast, and
not so good through the middle sec-1
tion. The Spears did Florida as!
thoroughly as a month's tour will j
permit, and seem to have contacted
meat of the Rockland people so- •
journing in that State. As a picker
in the horse races Mr Spear got a
four-star rating, but was not quite so
lucky with thc dogs. Contrary to
some reports which have come out ol,
Florida this winter. Mr. Spear found I
it rather too hot for comfort, and j
found the congestion in Miami more j
suggestive of our national metropolis
New York. He brought home a fa
vorable word for St. Petersburg.

Tuesday Night Bridge Club gave a
dinner party at The Thorndike Fri
day night as a going away observ
ance for Mrs. Daniel Snow whose
future heme is to be in Bath. Ad
journment was made to the home of
Mrs. Herbert Kallach where “white
elephant" prizes were awarded in
cards, with a special gift for Mrs.
Snow. Mrs. Snow's departure is
viewed with great regret by the club
members who have enjoyed her con
genial companionship over quite a
period.
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
A’
Burpee's Automatic Bargain Room
takes its first automatic cut today.
Come in and see the article you have
been waiting to be reduced. Many
articles have been added.—adv.
n,,

Repaired, and Custom Set Building
by expert engineer

CROCKETT’S GARAGE
Rockport, Phone 2380-Camden member
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D. C.
7-21-tt

she adored,

Io Ihe woman she

haled.
Gloriously she changed
her mind and fought
Io gel him back I

Summer le going I am not sad.
Herc Is the autumn
Rather be glad
Summer Is sowing
Autumn we reap:
Alter this showing.
Autumn Is sleep
Autumn eternal—
Deathless snd deep.

This Spring... all

Wanting the night wind.
Always so cold:
So many new things
So little old.
Grasping and growing
8ummer Is told
Now I am knowing
Olory and gold:
Autumn eternal
I want to hold.

your best suits

rolled into one
Let's see, if you're 30 yean old.
you've owned about 60 new long
pants suits.

Some were favorites . . . others
only fair and this Spring, if you
don't buy thc finest suit you ever
owned, bar none, it's your fault
... for ITS IN THE CLOTHING.
In one suit you ran have every

thing you ever liked about your
favorite garments . . . and

you

Death wlll be coming.
Never too soon;
May I be standing
Under the moon.
Time will be creeping.
Down upon me.
I will be sweeping
Inftnte sea
Eternal autumn
Will come to me.
—Webb C. Patterson
Quincy. Mass.

-------------------4
Gold Mine I* Offered
at Auction; No Bidders

^camdekmaine^
Wednesday-Thursday |

can get more “kick" out of select
ing it than

you

ever

had

in

Of all the ents tliat make their
homes ln Broadway theaters, Min
nie, of tlie Winter Garden, Is per
haps tlie best known. F'or two
years her bad breaks, feats and
exploits have been recited here and
there. Usually, during perform
ances, she takes np quarters In
some remote part of tlie theater
where she is safe from shifting
scenery and the feet of hurrying
actors. Nevertheless, she has had
her moments. Once, she walked on
during a “mood” song number nnd
took a position down stage, center.
With the attention of the audience
centered on Minnie, ttie number
wns ruined. She has done even
better—or worse, according to thc
viewpoint—than that. It was thc
time when, with a scene approach
ing its climax, she chased a dog
across the stage.
Thus, a cat
stopped the show.
• • •
Minnie began her theatrical eateer at the ripe age of six weeks,
her first appearance having been
with the lust Joe Cook show, “Hold
Your Horses,” Cook used her ns
a prop to fit Into a little wine gob
let. When she outgrew the goblet,
she was adopted by the members
of the Cook company nnd the stage
hands. Rapidly she acquired tricks
that endenred her to her associ
ates. Through some unique sense
of timing, she would appear at the
stage door at 8 a. ni. and 2 p. m.
on matinee days’ and settle herself
st the stage door. As tlie perform
ers came In, they stopped nnd ca
ressed her. AV 5:20 p. m. on mati
nee days nnd at 11:20 p. in. each
evening, she was back again on Ihe
table for a bit of farewell pelting.
• • •
Minnie Is just ns popular with
members of Ihe “At Home Aboard"
company, and that brought her Into
the limelight again. On her sec
ond birthday, the various members
of the cast touk part In u party
for her. It was a successful party
except for one thing. Minnie drank
so much cream that she wns too
sick to purr for two days. But the
theater motto, "The show must go
on,” was so firmly Ingrained In her
that she didn't miss any stage door
gpl>ea rances.
• • •
Remaining In the Winter Garden
a bit longer, there was the unique
situation of union stage hands fight
ing among themselves to do extra
work that carries with it no extra
pny! In one number, Beatrlco
Lillie is perched on a little seat
shout nine feet nhove the stage
level. There is no time for a lad
der to be placed under her perch
after the completion of her numlier.
so It is necessary for some strong
man of the backstage crew to catch
Lady Peel when she Jumps. Eddie
Dowling, stage director, volunteered
for the Job but the union men re
fused permission on/the ground it
was "striking” that particular set.
Finally Jack Mears, the property
man, won out on the ground that
Miss Lillie Is a piece of property,
so It wns his job to remove her
from the set.
• • •
Possibly, I'm theater-minded to
day, but there Is that matter of
programs, especially those of musi
cal shows with many numliers. In
order to keep track of what's going
on, careless customers use cigarette
lighters, which is against the fire
laws and dangerous, while tlie sight
of flickering flames here and there
In a darkened theater Is not reas
suring to the timid, to say the least.
Now I'm wondering If thc problem
couldn't be solved by supplying tlie
programs when the tickets are
bought, thus giving a chance for
advance perusal.
• • •
i Although Irvin Cobb was a newspat»er man for years and is a mas
ter of the typewriter, he is still a
gentleman of the old school to Ihe
extent that he writes all his per
sonal letters in long hand. Despite
those years of taking notes, his
liuudwritlng Is remarkably legible
and. of course, the contents of those
letters are extremely entertaining.

C Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

COMIQUE

a

rlothing store.

DON’T MISS IT!
By I. L. STEVENSON

5be

o<

You want it and we mean it.

Johannesburg, Transvaal.—A gold
mine which has produced over
£1,000 worth of gold a month has
gone liegging here. When It was
offered for sale the auctioneer could
not get a bid. The mine Is tlie
Dorothy Gold mine, between Randfont cl n and Venterspost. During
the first three months of 1932, the
auctioneer said, between $5,000
and $7,000 worth of gold was recov
ered each month. But no oue hid.

Gregory Spring Suits

New Top Coats $15 to $25
Carl Laemmle present!

margoret

Thirty-five Suit*
Carried from last season

Now $15.00

GREGORYS
416 MAIN 8T.,

ROCKLAND. ME.

WILL DELIVER A RADIO ADDRESS
FROM WASHINGTON

IN NATION-WIDE HOOKUP OVER YANKEE
NETWORK
RELAYED THROUGH STATION WLBZ
BANGOR, AND OTHER STATIONS

TUESDAY, MARCH 10
7.00 P. M.
Speaking over a nation-wide hookup, a signal honor to
Maine’s great leader. Subject, “American Merchant Ma
rine—The Truth Concerning This Legislation.”
Congresman Moran's intelligent independence and broad scope
of activities have enhanred his influence, which, combined
with his recognized ! jyalty to his State and District en
courages confidence and belief in future industrial activity
in Rockland. Be sure to listen in. Every citizen of his home
city should constitute himself or herself a committer of our
to enlarge his radio aueymre.
Try to arrange "Radio
Parties,” both in homes and store:: giving rad'j service.
Let's do this efficiently.
Keep yourself informed about
Moran—a national figure, Rockland's own.
FRED A. THORNDIKE,
Chairman Rockland Loyalty Committee.

WATCH
Thursday’s Courier-Gazette for further announce

ment of our

Anniversary Sale

VESPER A. LEACH

Crepe Stockings

85c
Not every color in every size

but a good assortment

Come early on these

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

mostly with two trousers

Former price $25 to $35

CONGRESSMAN MORAN

U. S. Hospital* Need
More Pretty Nurses

$25 to $35

Special!

Rockland's Congressman Addresses lhe Whole Nation!

in her greatest triumph
URSULA PARROTT'S

NOW PLAYING
“FOLLOW THE FLEET”
with
GINGER ROGERS,
FRED ASTAIRE
Phone 692

STKANIID
Shows 2:00 6:30 and 8:30
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 tu 10.30

UJE LOVE

San Francisco—Pretty nurses
are needed In hospitals through
out thc country. “Pretty nurses
are a Joy to any Institution.” de
clared Miss Carolyn E. Davis,
superintendent of the Good Sa
maritan hospital In Portland,
Ore., at a convention here.
“Health, vitality, clmerfulness
are essential. These constitute
beauty. Pntlents react favorably
to such tilings.”

STARTING THLRSDAY
Samples of Llsterine t’ongh Drops
will be given away F'KEE to all
patrons.

The average temperature for New
England during December, January’
and February, was 26 degrees, 5 de
grees below usual. In Ncrth Dakota.
5 degrees below zero, or 21 degrees
colder than normal.
,

■
WE GIVE YOU

PROOF
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LIQUOR PROFITS ARE LOSS

| AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

|

“The ‘profits' from our liquor stores •
are a loss," Mrs. Althea G. Quimby
of Portland, president of the State
W.C.T.U., told the Augusta White
Ribboners Friday.
“ 'Profit $800,000!' It is no profit
to a state to spend that which 'proflteth nothin^.’ while its life-giving in
dustries are thereby curtailed." Mrs.
Quimby said.
"The State Liquor Commission an
nounces that by June $4,000,000 will
have been spent in Maine for liquor
with a 'profit' of $800,000 to the
State” she continued.
j
"I declare to you that $590,000 of
this $4,000,000 should have gone to
the coal and oil merchants of the
State." Other channels into which
the money should have gone, were
cited as follows by Mrs. Quimby:
$250,090 to the milkmen.
,
$250,000 to the clothing merchants,
$250,COO to the landlords.
$250,000 to the boot and shoe merchants.
“Other comforts should have gone
to the whole family." Mrs. Quimby
said, “the doctor and the dentist, if
need be. The surplus, if any remained. should have kept Maine off
the welfare list."
“Another world crisis confronts us
today." said Mrs Quimby. "The arch
enemy
of
humanity—Alcohol—is
making a terrific onslaught upon all
of the nations and has captured its
most formidable stronghold of opposition. the State of Maine—the State
of Neal Dow. This enemy is not
even observing the usage of civilized
warfare—protection of women and
children If you read the Brewers'
Journal as some of us do. you will
find there that women and children
are scught after as special targets,
"Today a call has come for us. this
peaceful army for Home Protection
and the WC.T.U. is answering it'
from coast to coast. Here In Maine,
here in our Capital City we stand
with bowed heads, remembering our
,
J
_
great leaders, and we say: 'Frances
Willard. Liljian Stevens, Anna Gordon, we are here!’
“Children in our day schools, potential citizens, are hearing the scientlflc truths about alcohol; here we
see marching trained childhood in
the Loyal Temperance Legion, youth
in bloom and beauty, displaying the
banner of the Youths Temperanc.
Council, the Sunday schools pass in
marching ranks; the moving columns
against indecency and crime in Motion Pictures' We thrill with pride
in this army of Home Protection and
rejoice that »e belong.
“We are profoundly interested in
the Maine Safety Traffic Campaign
and its program A safe Maine In
whlah to drive' would be a slogan
that would attract many summer
visitors—more than our liquor stores!
“Under the Department of Citizenship Education. Maine has a special
task or opportunity—to free the State
of this which Is bringing want in
the homes, dangers on the street.
moral delinquency, and inefficiency.
"The Maine Legislature has given
to the voters of Maine the most
powerful of all weapons to meet this
challenge—the ballot.

therein of wine and spirits to be eonsumed on the premises?
"3—Shall license be granted in this
city or town for the sale therein of
malt liquors?
"A majority ‘Yes’ vote on either
one of these propositions gives per
mission for the business named there
in to be legally carried on in any city
or town so voting.
“A majority 'No‘ vote on any one
ol the provisions will prohibit its
establishment in any city or town
for a period of two calendar years.
“An affirmative majority vote in
any city or town on provision No. 1
will permit the State liquor commission to establish a State liquor store
in that city or town whereas the
present law permits this establlshment only in cities or towns that
voted for repeal of the 28th Amendment to the Constitution of Maine. I
"Tht gravity of the vote on Sept
14 cannot be overestimated,
" The Court of the United States
declared sometime ago that no one
had an inherent right to sell alcoholic liquors, and that no legislature j
has the right to bargain away the
public health and the public morals
"A Legislature does this when it j
posses a license law. Local Option
makes it easier for the liquor men ;
to handle the situation. This ls whythey prefer it to Federal prohobition
"We may sometimes be impatient
but we should never be discouraged
To be sure we have arrayed against
us the solidly combined liquor bus ness of the country. In its arroganc?
u sometimes dictates to judge and!
jury. It is numerically strong ana
financially rich, but it is spiritually
bankrupt and morally it is poorer
than poverty itself."

Ferdinand Mendez Pinto

but

,
* type of thee- lbou llar cf the flrst
magnitude." That quotation was
written more than two centuries ago.'
but ls apropos of the “Old Oang
fpoem
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had not arrived, and a shorter term
was ured>. As I recall, there were
four cf the aforesaitHC. O Some of
them had heels which stuck cut be
hind as far as their feet stuck out In
front.
Not being used to seeing barefooted
I Negroes roaming the streets, it was to
“The last legislature repealed sec- ]augh j
hear cne of them
tion 17 of Chap 300 of the laws ol
ter punish
1933 relative to an Act to regulate TOU.ajj for
at us cuUud folks.”
the sale of Intoxicating liquors, passed i They CPase{J
adorn
by the 1934 special session, and enthe exceptlon
John when
acted a Local Option provision which asked wbere he came from he always
permits the sale of liquor until Jan nnswered> -Ah's from Saint Oeorge.
1. 1937. in any town that voted for Vlrglnny. suh,.. He got a job as
repeal of the 26th Amendment to chamber maid at the Centennial.
the State Constitution.
He stayed one winter and was ac
"This Local Option Act calls for a cepted as one of the gang at Rawley’s
vote Sept. 14. 1936, on three ques store.
tions.
The scerti' opens with Roderick.
“1st—Shall State stores for the sale Charlie. John, Capt. Jim. Capt. Ed
of liquor be operated by permission‘s
others
kegs
ot the State Liquor Commission in peach baskets, peck measures, etc.,
this city or town?
around the hot coal stove. Tha usual
"2—Shall license be granted in this “March of Time" show was on. af
city or town under regulations of the fairs of the Sta'e and nation were
State Liquor Commission for the sale
di5cussed
and
(m05tly

MOLLY SAYS

*you can't Always
marry the man
you '>love,but you
can team to tove #
the man you marry
ih< (g»*uu$ igdw

con) I was among the kids present,
standing on the outskirts of the
gang I can see that act as plainly
as though it had just happened Capt
Jim stood on one side of the chim
ney. John, the Negro, on the other
side of it. Capt Bd quicker than
greased lightning, sat on a peach
backet on the floor. He got up,
grabbed his peach basket, ran around
the chimney, pulled the basket down
over John's' head, ran back and sat
down
John finally got the basket off and
said to Capt. Jim. "Don' you do that
to me agin, suh!”
“I didn't put no peach basket over
your head," protested Capt. Jtm.
“Yes. you-all did suh, I seen yer do
lt.”
Curtain, lights out, time to go heme.
Good-night!
Boze.
Somerville, Mass , Feb. 29.

Nurse—I lost sight of the child,
ma'am.
Ma'am—Good gracious!
Why
didn't you speak to a policeman?
Nurse—I was speaking to one at
the tune, ma'am.

• BARRETT TURNPIKE"

Our Friend Boze Discusses It
From Sentimental Side—
Beat Kate Smith To It

Mrs. Althea Quimby Quotes Interesting Figures
and Appeals To the Voters

Every-Other-Day

Far above other low priced cars
in all but cost!

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The historical article in your Fco.
29 issue entitled •'Barrett Turnpike"
was interesting. Here is a little offer
ing on the sentimental side: My flrst
trip over it was in 1884 when I was
working in Camden. 19, and unat
tached. Nine years later, and then
of mountain roads, with three pas
Yea, different from other low priced
attached, for a few minutes, and
sengers and baggage, in the recent
cars — and far ahead of the rest — in
-Reuben and the little maid were on
style and everything else that counts!
Los Angeles-Yosemite Economy Run.
their honeymoon."
Can we prove this? Just look at a few
More...Terraplane is the only lead
We were at Tenant's Harbor, and
facts about Terraplane.
securing a horse and buggy from the
ing low priced car with body all of steel
Wheelbase, over-all length, inside
Equine Emporium, went on our wav
and seamless steel roof. And no other
leg room, head room, shoulder room
tc Lake City Inn at Lake Megunticar in its whole price range has Duocock, of which hostelry George Foun
—unmatched by any low priced car.
Automatic Hydraulic Brakes (patent
Untouched by tome costing $12$ and
tain. a distant relative, was Mine
applied for) ... Radial Safety Control
Host. It burned a few years later.
$14$ more.
(patent applied for) . . . Tru-Line
Our room looked out upon Mt Me
Steering ... or The Electric Hand,
“Extras” At No Extra Cost
gunticook and there was a moon,
optional at small extra cost.
Of
all low priced cars only Terraand so. years before Kate Smith said
The most amazing car in the low
plane gives you—al no extra cost—o rear
it. we saw "The moon come over the
price
field—this 1936 Terraplane. And
opening baggage compartment with
mountain."
right
down
with the lowest in cost for
more
room
than
the
average
trunk
The next day a trip up Mt. Megun
the model and features you want.
model, with spare tire lying flat inside.
ticook was planned by a party of six
Come in and sec for yourself.
guests, four women and two men.
Power—the same story. Terraplane
Wc were told where to take the tra L
is ahead of other cars in its price class
which I presume was the old road.
88 or 100 H. P. — 115-inch wheelbase
by as much as 18 horsepower. And
Anyway, we lost the trail and came
no vibration nt any speed ITerraplanes
to a place where lt was necessary for
with 12 $,OOO, 1 $0,000 miles and more
one male to climb the cliff and take
to their credit show you what that
a hand of the women and the other
smoothness means in long life.
male to remain behind and push We
and up for De Luxe Models, f. a. b Detroit,
23.95 Miles per Gallon
made the grade all right and reached
Standard group of accessories extra.
the summit In due time. We came
Interested in economy? Here is TerSAVI . . . with tha new HUDSON -C. I. T. «<
dewn through the pastures to Lin
raplane’s latest—23.9$ officially certi
Time Payment Plan . . . law monthl
colnville Center and then back v.a
fied miles per gallon over 3S2 miles
the turnpike to the Inn. The lake,
43 years ago. was not the popular re
Of course if rides like a big corf If IS a big car!"
sort it ts today. There were only a
few cottages owned by Camden resi
dents.
In the “History of Camden and
Rockport tl9O7» by Reuel Robinson,
'whom lt was my good fortune to j
know personally) in the chapter.
Opening the Turnpike," writes: “To,
the minds of those who have not[
visited the turnpike, words are In
adequate to give an appropriate impiession of its romantic scenery- R
must be seen to be properly appre
ciated. Riding along this drive the!
traveler sees on one hand the steep I
and rocky cliff rising to a height of j
nearly 1000 feet with rock and bould- ■
ers of all sizes and descriptions, lying
ar its base as if hurled by the hand!
of Jove, and Maiden Cliff standing,
clear cut against the sky; while on l
the other hand, lie the sparkling!
waters of Lake Megunticook. gemmed
with green capes and Islets, with the
ROCKLAND, ME.
118 PARK STREET,
western mountains ris.ng from its
opposite shores.
“Orandeur and loveliness combined
BUILT BY HUDSON-TIRRAPLANI. $,9S AND UP; HUDSON SIX. S’lO AND UP; HUDSON SUPER
make the Turnpike a unique spot in
STRAIGHT EIGHT. $■’60 AND UP. F O. B DETROIT
our scenery, which has been cele
brated often in prose and verse."
FROM RED OAKS MILLS
NOTICE TO MARINERS
To those who have been privileged ' pended by a pendulum, resting on a
to view the scene, we may add the, paper tape whtch was kept in conWest Penobscot Bay—Camden H.tr- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
words of the old hymn. “Not half of | stent motion by the works of an old
that region's bright glory to mortals clock. Impulses passing over the ber Bell Buoy, reported out of posi
Herb Hooter promised “A chicken
has ever been told."
wire actuated a magnet which attract- , tion March 4. was replaced March 6 in every pot." Frank Roosevelt gave
Albion B. Crocker.
ed the pendulum and pencil to one
otlkey Harbor—Orlndcl Paint Bell ug a bj-jo Fpgle in the window and
Somerville. Mass.. March 4.
side, holding lt there for the duration j
Buoy 1A. reported paritally sub- a wolf at the door for three years.
1 of the signal. At the end of the stgnai a wer$ht would retract the pen- merged Feb “•
rel*vcd March 8 Scrappy atxys are here again.
FIRST TELEGRAPH
They tell me back in the horse and
dulum to its original position. This
Rockland Harbor—Railway Ledge
buggy days. It took three generations
produced
short
mountains
on
the
Buoy
3.
reported
out
cf
position
Feb
Became An Actuality 100
to revert to the starting point. But
upe. signifying the numbers. Morse 26, was replaced March 6
Years Ago—“What Hath
prepared a lUt of words to which he se.ee ast-Manan* Island Lighted things have speeded up since Pappy
was a boy. The New Deal has done
assigned numbers, and the series of
God Wrought?"
Whistlue Bury 14M. reported extin the Job in three years.
numbers received was translated into
guished March 7. Will be relighted.
Just 100 years ago Samuel F. B. words with the aid of the list.
BUI Howell
Englishman Bay—Brothers Bell
Red Oak MlUs, N. Y., March 7
Morse, a distinguished American
The instruments at flrst were in a
painter, built the first practical tele- ' very elementary form, but In Decern- Bu°y 3'
on March
Caution to pedestriana: Walk on
graph Instrument. The centennial of bel 1835 he was able t0 send dis. 4, will be relieved as soon as prachir invention ls being marked this tir^igh^je signs for telegraphing ticable'
the left side of the road I
year by the placing of renewed em He showed the work he was doing to;
phasis on telegraph history on the close friends. Including Leonard D I
radio, in schools and newspapers and Oale. Professor of Chemistry, who [
magazines.
became associated with Morse in;
The inspiration for his Invention j fUrt.ber developing the apparatus!
came to Morse as he returned home wbjcb was complete when shown to,
m 1832 on the Packet Ship Sully (nends early in 1836.
after a long European tour. He made
Morse continued his work and in
sketches of his idea and planned to August, 1837. wrote that his lnvenperfect the Invention at once. Hav- tj0R was satisfactory in essential
ing exhausted his funds in Europe, points, but that the parts he had
however, he was for the next three mgde were imperfect. On 8ept. 2.
years a genius forced to paint to earn 1837, a few friends witnessed the
a living, while torn by the desire to sending of messages over a wire 170b
perfect his invention.
J feet in length, stretched back and
In 1835 Morse was appointed Pro- forth in uMorae's room. One of these
fessor of the Literature of the Arts of friends was Alfred Vail, son of the
Design of New York University, which! owner of the Speedwell Iron Works,
gave him a small salary and third Morristown, N. J., who contracted to
floor, front rooms looking out on beip Morse perfect the invention and
Washington Square. The building was to build new Instruments. The first
not entirely complete in July. 1835. Morse key and a compact electrowhen Morse moved in; the stairway , magnetic recorder which marked dots
was in such a precarious cond.tion , anc. dashes on tape were built by Vail
j that for a time he was visited by few Rt Morristown, and tested there Jan.
portrait sitters or students.
6. 1838. The flrst public exhibition
• • • •
of the telegraph was held Jan. 24,
I IPUT RI I IF
This gave Morse time to work on 1838. in Morse's classroom and the
his invention, and he threw himself message was sent: "Attention, the
heart and soul into his experiments. Universe!
By Kingdoms. Right
Here's a stationery value that has everything!
The result was the construction of his Wheel!" The flrst telegraph line
Fine quality Tweed-Weave paper in an ex
flrst telegraph Instruments. Morse's opened May 24, 1844. between Wash
quisite Blue-grev rotor—printing on sheets and
sending instrument consisted of a ington. D. C.. and Baltimore with the
envrlnpen, and—note the quantity!
portrule in which type like the teeth transmission of the message: "What
in a saw was set up at intervals, with Hath Ood Wrought?”
200 SINGLE SHEETS
one tooth corresponding to the num
6x7 inches
ber one, and up to five teeth for the
Are you tired of plain white sta
100 ENVELOPES
number five. Numbers from six to tionery, and yet do not want those
100 MONARCH SHEETS
nine were Indicated by the same vivid hues you sometimes see In sta
7x10% inches
number of teeth as the flrst five but tionery? Then, order a box of Blue
100 ENVELOPES
I with longer spaces. A small plate Tweed-Weave. It ls a most attrac
fastened to one end of a lever rode tive shade of blue, with fine threads
I Printed with your Name and Address on
ovei the type as the portrule passed running all through lt, yet has an ex
Sheets and Envelopes in Blue or Black ink.
beneath it. and the other end of the tremely fine writing surface. During
I March Only! Buy a supply now for future
lever rising and lowering made or March only, this fine stationery is
use while it is priced so amaaingly low.
being offered by The Courier-Gazette
broke the current.
The receiving instrument was a at $1.00 a box, containing 100 double
crude affair, built on a picture frame, sheets or 200 single sheets, and 100
with an ordinary lead pencil, sus- envelopes, all printed with your name

TERRAPLANE

“The Lady Consents," Ann Harding's latest screen vehicle, with Herbert

Marshall, a favorite with .American audiences, divides star honors with the

blonde actress.

The story, sophisticated comedy punctuated with moments

of tense drama, is said to give a new twist to the society domestic triangle.

Margaret Lindsay and Walter Abel are also featured.—adv.

ADULT NATURE CAMP equipping each person attending
with a definite project for the ensu

nique Institution Which ing year. Prominent naturalists and
Is To Be Established Near teachers will carry out this program.
It was revealed.
Waldoboro
Located on one of the most pic
An adult nature camp at which
teachers.
superintendents
and
garden club leaders from all parts
of the country will study bird lore
under the tutelage of experts will be
conducted in Maine this year by the
National Association of Audubon
Societies, according to Dr. Alfred O.
Gross, of Bowdoin College It will
be the only camp of its kind in the
country to be operated by the Na
tional Association.
The site of the proposed camp,
which will be attended by approxi
mately 350 during the period between
June 15 and Sep: 15. will be the
Todd Bird Sanctuary on Hog Island
in Muscungus Bay 12 miles from the
town of Waldoboro, he added.
Between $15,000 and $20 000 will
be spent in altering the present
buildings on the island and in pro
viding necessary facilities for con
ducting the camp, it was revealed.
Until its use had been donated to
the Audiubon Society, the Todd
Sanctuary, which includes the great
er part of Hog Island, was conducted
as a haven for birds by Dr Millicent
Todd Bingham and Dr. James H.
Todd, its owners.
Hog Island comprises about 300
acres and is covered with a thick
growth of pine, spruce and balsam
fir. It. and adjacent islands which
the bird students will visit, are
noted as being extremely abundant
in bird life. Over 50 species of birds
are known to nest on Hog Island
among them being the Camp May
Warbler, a bird little known to New:
England ornithologists except as a
rarity in migration.
Numerous other birds including
eagles, ravens, ospreys, eider ducks,
cormorants guilemots. and puffins
frequent the locality.
The primary purpose of the camp
being to convey a knowledge of
methods to those attending the camp
so that they may be competent to
teach the study of birds, mammals,
and floral life to children and ad
ults in all parts of the country. In
struction will be concentrated on
actual field observation and on

turesque sections of Maine's coast.
Hog'Island and neighboring islands
have long been noted for their ideal
summer climate. Having a fine har
bor. the site of the new: camp is easi
ly accessible to sail or motor craft.
Being only one eight of a mile from
the mainland it is easily accessible
by automobile or train.
THE WINTER NIGHT
(For The Courier-Gazette)
The wintry »ky la pierced
With diamond points ot white;
The crescent moon paints all
The roots with frosty light.

The city throbs In sleep—
Somewhere a church bell rings.
And here beneath my eaves.
I hear some fluttering wrings.
They're wings of sleepy birds—
Wee sentinels of the night;
They guard my open casement.
Until the morning light
—Norman C. Tice
Washington. O. C

THOMAS MOTOR CO.

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY
Put in your kitchen one of the new

GLENWOOD
RANGES

The brat range that ran be made

Trade In $ our Old Range

Priced from

595

$59

up

Pay only $1.0$ each week if you wish

Burpee Furniture Co.
ROCKLAND, ME.

llltf

March
Only!

Their HeaMh ie

Preeieue
ton of DAK
Cone-Cleosnad A*thret~
tHe ia mweli I«m expen
Aa ra$ra

sive than a ninple ease of
sickneM. Save money,
worry an«l discomfort
by keeping your home
warm in tricky March

weather.

7

RVTEX TWEED-WEAVE
PRINTED STATIONERY

•»

DRY HARD WOOD
Per Foot, Fitted ..................................................... $1.25

Per Foot, Sawed .....................................................

1.15

Per Foot, Long .......................................................

1.05

M.B.&C.O.PERRY
519 MAIN ST.

TEL. 487

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

